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8. WHAT OF THOSE WHO LACK MENTAL CAPACITY TO CHOOSE? 

9. WHAT ARE THE ESTABLISHED “INSTRUMENTS OF TOUCH LOVE” 

PRESENTLY SPREADING THE TOUCH LOVE MESSAGE? 

10. WHAT IS A TOUCH CENTRE? 

11. WHAT IS AND WHERE IS TOUCH LOVE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF 
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26. WHO AM I? 

27. WHERE WAS I FROM ORIGINALLY? 

Part 3 – LOVEbearers, ACKNOWLEDGMENT, MEMORIAL, DEDICATION 

 

        LOVEbearers  

SPIRITS AT WORK  

IN MEMORY OF MY FATHER ABEL ADIMORA  

 
Artists 

 Charles Gore – Sunflowers on the Terrace 
 Noor Sarwar – Cover page and ‘Touch Nigeria’ 
 William Gore – Logo 
 Photos – Harriet Gore 
 Publisher – Touch Love Worldwide Limited 
            THE NAME I STIRRED 

I am a cover which does not cover 
He was honest and straight to the point 
He called me ‘Drab and Uninspiring’  
A name I stirred, he’s probably right, 
LOVEbearers are uninspiringly drab 
Until the LOVE in them is stirred 
LOVEbearers are uninspiringly drab 
When they are not shining LOVE 
 
He gave me the perfect name for me 
Drab Uninspiring when unstirred  
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Drab Uninspiring the name I stirred 
In the mind of Vincent Walsh 
LOVEbearers uninspiringly drab 
Until the LOVE in them is stirred 
To shine to glow radiate worldwide 
LOVEbearers uninspiringly drab 
Until the LOVE within is touched 
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1. MY MOTHER IS JUST LIKE THAT 

 

What’s your name? You ask 

What’s in a name? I think 

Am I in a name?  

Is a name in me? 

 

What’s your name? You repeat 

My name is whatever you choose to call me 

My creator calls me “Sunflowers on the terrace” 

I call my creator ‘dad’ 

My mum calls him ‘Gorgeous’  

She really thinks he is  

My mother is just like that 

 

If mum is in this space 

She’ll call you a star  

A sun, Demi-God 

Planet, names like that 

She means it, for sure 

My mother is just like that 

 

She tells me the sun  

Shines light all the time  

Likewise, we can shine LOVE 

Seen and unseen 

She has a name for it 

She calls it ‘TOUCH LOVE’  

My mother is just like that 

 

My mum’s a story teller 

She’s told me this story  

‘LOVE is INTELLIGENCE 

Which frees, energises, stirs  

Spirits to euphoria 

Heals, builds, beautifies 

Nurtures and nourishes  

Human mind to beauty  

To LOVE and never stop’  

 

Then this thought came to me  

‘That must be the sun, fertile soil and water’ 

My mother must have heard my thought 

Because she said this to me… 
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LOVE nourishes but does not burn 

Humans need no LOVEscreen 

LOVE refreshes like water  

LOVE is the life maker 

The jacket and the boat 

In it you drown to live 

Like fertile soil sustains  

Supports like solid land 

But does not change in flood 

Or rain or in the sun  

 

I LOVE my mum and dad  

But we follow what we like 

I LOVE and follow sun 

But mum follows her LOVE  

Dad follows the unknown 

For I know not what it is 

I know that dad’s in me  

And I remain in my dad 

For dad made me so well 

From nothing and from things 

The ‘nothing’ some call thoughts 

The ‘things’ you touch and see 

 

My mum is quite unique 

She says, you’re quite unique 

That no one will find you  

She means ‘another you’ anywhere in the world 

She says you’re made special  

To share your own ‘unique’ 

She tells me of the bee 

And something called pollen 

I did not understand  

And I said ‘mum please explain’ 

Mum confused me the more 

When her reply came as this 

‘YOU’ is the unique’   

That’s my mum for you!  

My mother is just like that 

 

My mum can make you think 

Whether you like it or not 

So I began to think…  

“YOU YOU YOU, what does she mean by ‘YOU’?” 

 

Then it dawned on me…  
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I was made by dad 

And can make beauties  

In mind and memory 

As only I can make 

By just being me 

 

Being my own self  

Is like shining like the sun 

Shining my unique  

Is like pollen and the bee 

My mum said the sun 

Shines so well for itself 

Even when we do not see 

Its rays reach to touch  

Its warmth beauty can make 

To sprout, to grow, to be 

 

In me is everything  

I need to be myself 

Around is everything  

To stir me to radiate 

And expand even more 

To create myself and be  

The best self I can be 

 

I LOVE my mum so much  

My mum, the tales, she tells 

I know she tells the ‘truth’ 

In her own way she tells 

I’d like to tell my tales 

My own journeys and views 

And even write my books  

In the name dad gave me…  

“SUNFLOWERS ON THE TERRACE: THROUGH ITS EYES ADVENTURES”  

But how can this be, when am hanging on the wall? 

 

I set about this quest  

By planting my own dreams 

Inside my mother’s dream 

She thought it was her dream  

When one day, I left my wall 

To start to tour the world  

My mother took me down 

From my place on the wall  

To places of the world 
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Am quite excited now  

By this singular achievement 

Now, I ask myself… 

What is there… 

Now to see? 

YOU! Now I meet  

Right here… 

Now we meet 

Do journey along with me 

I’d like to journey on…… 

What’s your name? You ask 

 

I will tell you the rule 

The only rule is this  

It’s only adventure  

Your choice always free 

But I will share my thoughts 

If you don’t see a thought 

Know am listening to your thoughts 

Let’s now journey on…. 

Can you see what I see? 

  

There’s a river over there  

Weaving through its cursive words 

The flowers chanting songs  

The mountains writing sounds… 

 

What’s your name? You ask 

What’s in a name? I think 

Am I in a name?  

Is a name in me?” 

What am I to you? 

 

What’s your name you? You ask  

‘It depends’, my reply 

On how I make you feel 

What state of mind are you? 

NOW you are with me?  

State of peace or stress?  

State of LOVE or hate? 

Awe, wonder, joy? 

Make ME a name from state  

The state I put you in  

Your opportunity to procreate 

A name can be anything, everything or nothing at all 

What’s your name? You ask me 
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‘It depends’ my response 

On the state you’re in 

THEN WE SAW… 

 
2. JUST LOVE  

We don't want a just war 

All we want is just LOVE 

LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop 

 

JUST LOVE brings the rain and reign of peace  

To our minds and to our world 

And makes LOVE Supreme leader  

In all we do and say 

Inspiring breaths, possessing thoughts 

Advising thinking minds  

And willing beating hearts 

 

We don’t want a just war 

All we want is JUST LOVE 

LOVE-induced peace of mind 

LOVE-generated world peace 

The rain and reign of LOVE  

JUST LOVE is what we want 

 

 “I must share this with you: I have heard mum tell stories about war. How it destroys even 

creatures like me and creates rivers of blood. Mum says that humans are very clever and the 

sophisticated weapons they create are mind-blowing inventions, which may travel seen and 

sometimes unseen, to wreak unprecedented havocs in minds, memories and bodies. She said 

that the art of killing have been advanced to perfection by humans who take great pride in 

creating killing-machines and devising the most gruesome ways of killing one another; those 

they call enemies, rivals and competitors, those they call slaves, those they call oppressors. 

But mum also tells me that in killing other humans, these weapons poison the land, water and 

air and sometimes block the sun. The weapons then become uncontrollable and start to live a 

life of their own; slowly turning the tide to also kill those who invented and made them killing 

machines. My mother says the inventions are amazing wonders of human ingenuity which 

should be displayed in a museum of human art never to be used to kill again”  

 

3. ACT OF WORSHIP WHICH IS ART 

When we worship one another 

We will not poison each other 

With words which kill 

 

When we worship one another 

We will not kill each other 

With guns, knives and bombs 
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When we worship one another 

We come to LOVE the LOVE in each other 

With the LOVE which is GOD 

 

When we see the LOVE in one another 

We come to find the temple in each other  

And realise that it is the sacred shrine and altar 

 

The LOVE in each other 

Is worthy to be praised and worshipped 

Because…  

It is in that LOVE, you will come to find GOD 

That GOD which is LOVE 

 

 

4. IF IT IS LOVE 

If it is LOVE, you cannot possess it 

If it is LOVE, you cannot own it 

It goes where it pleases 

And nourishes as it chooses 

 

You can imprison the body which it occupies 

You can chain the flower pot which stirs it 

You may come to believe you own it 

You may come to believe you have captured it 

But if it is LOVE  

It cannot be owned; 

 

LOVE is like the air we breathe  

It belongs to no one... 

Some tie up a person with fear and ropes 

Some command the person not to think of that other 

But if it is LOVE 

Torture does not destroy it  

Or control it; 

The body may be imprisoned  

But the LOVE remains free 

Free....free..... free; in thought. 

 

If it is LOVE, they may remain with you in person 

But they are very far away from you in spirit 

The spirit you want to own, cannot be owned 

It is far away, in a place of beauty. 

 

If it is LOVE 

You cannot defeat it  
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Because like air, LOVE cannot be chained 

Like air, LOVE belongs to no one  

But is available to all 

If it is LOVE  

It can be experienced  

But cannot be conquered 

And does not conquer 

Because it is not war 

But in it, choice always dwells 

And independence is always a choice 

And dependence on LOVE always available 

 

5. FOCUS 

When we focus on that which we all have in common 

Our LOVE spirit defeats the spirit of division  

And unites humans with LOVE and beauty 

Producing peace of mind and world peace 

 

May all humans  

Focus on that LOVE 

Which unites humans as one 

Which beautifies the mind  

And brings PEACE to all 

 

Religious practices have divided humanity 

But religion is not LOVE 

Humans have known religious wars 

And war is not LOVE 

  

 Belief systems have divided humanity 

But belief is not LOVE 

For some humans believe in revenge 

And revenge is not LOVE 

 

Put away those practices and belief systems 

Which if held divides humanity 

And create wars and fights 

 

War is not LOVE 

Fights are not LOVE 

GOD IS LOVE 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

6. QUESTION AND ANSWER  

In the video, the child asks  

"Tell me. Please tell me 

Do I have to fight and kill  

To show that I am a man  
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And waste a life fighting?"  

 

And I answer… 

“Yes my dear child 

To show you are a man 

You have to fight and kill and waste a life  

 

But to show you are a God 

You have to LOVE and save and gain a life 

You always have a choice  

To be God or to be man 

For in you is both God and man”  

 

7. TO LOVE IS TO BE INTELLIGENT 

LOVE is rock science 

It requires great intelligence 

It requires hard work  

It needs patience  

It needs listening  

It needs attention  

Including to details  

It involves a heart  

Beatind supernatural strength  

It needs perseverance  

In the face of challenges  

 

We go to war  

Because it is easier to lash out than it is to be patient 

We go to war because we enjoy judging others  

To prove that we are better when we all are the same 

  

It is easier to judge others than to create ourselves with LOVE  

Impatience slams shut the door, patience gently closes it  

Patience finds a key which requires a journey to discover 

Impatience forces and destroys the open 

To build a bridge takes time but to destroy not as much time 

It is easier to abandon than to stay and build  

But the pain and burden of abandoning weighs heavier than the joy of completion  

I am guilty of this, I am no exception to the rule 

 

It is easier to wage WAR than to brew LOVE  

Humans who choose WAR over LOVE are short-sighted about this  

It takes long, wide, deep and open-sightedness and great intelligence  

To understand that it is easier to destroy than to build  

Change brought through LOVE is long-lasting  

Because it is a product of LONG SIGHTEDNESS  
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HUMANS are gradually reaching the age of maturity  

And slowly drawing closer to the age of SUPREME INTELLIGENCE  

Humans are moving from the age of war and territorial expansion  

To the GOLDEN AGE OF LOVE EXPANSION 

Yes it is happening 

Slowly but surely 

LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

 

 

8. LET OUR CHILDREN LEAD  

Alternative to war 

Is LOVE LOVE ALWAYS 

An alternative which brings  

Peace of mind to us  

World peace to all  

And creates society  

Of LOVEbearers worldwide 

  

Society which unites  

Regardless of religion  

And geographical location 

Society where LOVE  

Is the common language 

The only GOD 

The only power  

Which reigns SUPREME  

In thoughts, words and acts 

 

“It cannot happen 

Not in this world 

Where interests are king 

Which rule all to war” 

 

But LOVE is an interest 

Which all can acquire 

If our cry for peace 

Is for world peace 

LOVE is investment 

Which yields dividend 

Of peace in mind and world 

 

This is the era  

Where LOVE leads leaders  
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Children and adults 

Leading in LOVE 

Children LOVE better 

Let our children lead 

Lead us in LOVE 

 

BESTIALITY OR DIVINITY 

9. Stoning to death 

Bestial or divine? 

Punishment by death 

Bestial or divine? 

Cutting off limps, eye for eye 

Bestial or divine? 

Human sacrifice 

Bestial or divine 

Religious wars 

Bestial or divine? 

Greed, oppression, abuse  

Bestial or divine? 

Practices like that 

Bestial or divine? 
 

The hardness of heart 

May bend understand 

To misunderstand 

May not seek clarification 

But choose obliteration 

For daring to ask  

 

Mothers or murders? 

Mothering or murdering? 

Does LOVE nurture? 

Or does it destroy? 

Is it LOVE spirit  

Or killing spirit… 

Which rouses people to kill? 

 

Which societal values breed killers? 

Which mothers make murderers? 

Which upbringing brings up killers? 

Which family? 

Which community? 

Breeds the spirit of hate which kills?  

 

A killer spirit  

Goes on rampage 

Possessing bodies 

Fertile to its cause 

Its only cause….. KILL 
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Easy targets, easier for it 

In the Kenyan mall, shoppers 

In Northern Nigeria, sleeping students  

Easy targets, all of them 

Defenceless, all of them 

 

Killers of bodies kill  

With bombs and guns, they killed 

But the spirit they want to control 

Expand beyond their reach to reach worldwide 

Speaking in different languages 

The very message killers thought they have killed 

LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING 

Reaches out bodiless 

Strong, powerful untouchable  

Beyond the reach of guns and bombs 

Touches hearts throughout the world 

Multiplying the message in millions of voices 

Singing loud for all to hear 

“LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING 

Forgive the killers for they know not what they are doing 

The enemy is hate with its killing spirits 

LOVE is what kills hate to extinction” 

 

The message the killers thought they killed 

Is alive, drowning guns and bombs  

The spirit of the bodies the killers killed 

Is bodiless, occupying and changing minds 

Of the killers and the others 

Steadily flushing away the hate 

Turning killers to LOVE again 

 

Killers’ cry for help is heard 

They were slaves of hate which kills 

But the LOVE spirits of the bodies killed 

Have taken up residence in the minds of those who kill 

And get carried around with the message of LOVE ALWAYS 

The message the hate spirit hates the most 

Has become its constant companion 

 

10. PEACE I BRING TO YOU, MY PEACE I GIVE TO YOU 

If Jews, Christians, Muslims and all humans  

Concentrate on the message  

Rather than the messenger 

The world would know PEACE 

The message is 

LOVE LOVE LOVE  

And never stop LOVING  

For GOD is LOVE 
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“I’d like to also share this with you: My mum says that sometimes humans fight each other; hurting, 

killing and torturing one another, creating sorrow and hate. She said that some humans say they are 

doing this for their Gods. That they have to blow themselves up and blow up others too. It is their 

own act of worship and sacrifice to please their Gods and to preserve what their Gods gave them and 

save others who are being oppressed.  

 

 I did not know that Gods of humans are weak and need their followers to fight, blow up themselves 

and others, torture and kill for them.  

 

In my world, our Gods are more powerful than us. In my world, we do kill each other but when we do, 

it is not because our God sent us to kill but it is because our expansion kills those around us, takes 

away their shine and spotlights. Sometimes our expansion blocks the others’ access to the sun and 

keeps them in a state of darkness and with time they may die. 

 

 I had always thought that humans are intelligent but that their gods are more intelligent and more 

powerful than our own Gods and all humans and all things put together and can ‘fight’ for itself if 

there is a fight to fight. 

 

 The God I worship is the sun and it does not need its followers to fight for it. It can burn things to 

death and does not need to use us, its followers, to do it.”  

 

 

11. HIGHER INTELLIGENCE 

Humans would be truly evolved 

When violence is no longer employed 

To make a change and impose a will 

 

Humanity’s dependency  

On sophisticated weapons to resolve conflicts  

Prove humans have not evolved any higher  

Than Neanderthals who made advanced tools 

 

It takes higher intelligence  

To abandon weapons of destruction  

And invest in LOVE ALWAYS centres  

Where how to LOVE always is taught  

Researched and advanced 

For peace of mind and world peace 

Spreading scents of peace and LOVE 

Expanding pool of LOVERS and peacemakers 

Promoting the practice of LOVE ALWAYS  

 

12. THANKS FOR LOVING ME BUT PLEASE DON'T HATE FOR ME 

I know you LOVE me  

And what hurts me hurts you 

And you want to take away all my pain 
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And always act in my defence 

 

But please don't get angry on my account 

I can get it on my own account 

Please don't dislike on my behalf 

I yearn to like not to dislike 

Please don't find reason to hate for me 

I have found reasons to LOVE always 

 

I am touched and moved by your passion 

And know that you act within your understanding 

Of LOVE and protection 

When you draw the sword  

In defence of me 

You are sure you are doing the right thing 

When you take up guns and bombs 

And kill and destroy as your understanding dictates 

You believe you are lifting me high with you bombs 

But the truth is this: 

You are burying my message of LOVE ALWAYS 

And promoting hate’s message of hate and kill 

Hate promotes the sword and violence 

LOVE heals the wounded and is not violent 

 

My name is LOVE 

My message is LOVE ALWAYS 

My food for all is LOVE ALWAYS 

You worship me when you LOVE ALWAYS 

 

Hate is not my force 

Destruction does not work for me 

War does not come from me 

LOVE everyone is from me 

LOVE those history of hate has told you to kill 

Is one of my songs 

 

Direct your passion to LOVE  

Not to anger or to hate  

Please engage LOVE at all times 

And dispirit the spirit of hate 

LOVE for me, do not hate for me 

LOVE is all I am 

And all am about 

LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 
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13. SORRY I CANNOT MAKE LOVE 

Sorry I cannot make LOVE 

If LOVE is something made 

LOVE’s already made 

Rippling through the big bang 

Unfolding from eternity through ages 

From ages to infinity 

Its unfolding aura present  

Even before the big bang 

 

Sorry I cannot make LOVE 

LOVE’s already made 

But I can touch LOVE 

To make PEACE  

PEACE of mind  

World PEACE 

 

Sorry, I cannot make LOVE 

But I can make memories 

Beautiful and varied 

I can make beauty 

Ever present  

Everlasting  

I can make smiles 

To beam, to radiate 

And with some help, from the seen and the unseen  

I can make a baby  

Or two or more 

 

TOUCH LOVE 

LOVE dwells within  

Waiting to be stirred to star 

LOVE dwells around  

Particles of LOVE 

Bouncing in space 

Floating around  

Endlessly spans  

Immortality and beyond 

 

Sorry I cannot make LOVE  

But I can touch LOVE always  

When I LOVE and never stop  
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14. FAITH, HOPE AND LOVE 

We hope for something 

We believe in something   

But those who have experienced something 

KNOW the experience 

 

Knowing is not hoping 

Neither is it believing 

Knowing is an experience of the whole 

Not the work of the mind 

 

LOVE is the experience words can’t explain 

It’s the transformation affecting every pore  

And every atom of our being 

A glow, an inexplicable euphoria  

Which cannot be captured or described in words  

 

Those who have not experienced LOVE, HOPE 

The hope which is belief and faith 

Belief is a product of the mind 

LOVE is an experience of the whole  

 

When we have experienced LOVE 

We have known LOVE 

And become LOVE 

And no longer believe nor hope 

For that which is hoped for or believed to be 

Has been experienced and known 

 

The experience of LOVE moves those who have experienced it 

From the state of faith, belief and hope 

To the state of LOVE ALWAYS 

LOVE is SUPREME and COMPLETE 

Every human has a breath of LOVE 

Which can refine and deliver us  

To the state of LOVE 

Where LOVE is lived and experienced  

Over and over again 

 

When we submit ourselves to LOVE 

And practise LOVE, LOVE and never stop LOVING 

We become that which we practise 

What we imitate become us 

 

Believing in LOVE 

Hoping for LOVE 
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Are ways of making ourselves fertile for LOVE  

Ways of inviting LOVE to possess us 

Ways of asking LOVE to rule, rain and reign SUPREME in our LIVES 

And keep us in the state of LOVE ALWAYS 

 

 

15. IT DOESN’T TAKE TIME 

The sun has all the time  

So it shines non stop 

The air has all the time 

So it supplies non stop 

But humans have little time 

So patience is in short supply 

 

If we have time 

We would invest it  

Practising LOVE LOVE LOVE 

Practise of LOVE  

Requires patience 

 

If we have time 

We would invest it listening  

Understanding 

Celebrating uniqueness 

Reforming selves 

Encouraging one another 

 

Those who have time 

Will touch you with LOVE 

Surround you with LOVE 

And move you to LOVE 

 

Those who have time 

Will gently guide you 

Back to your own LOVE 

When you stray away  

The practice of LOVE 

Is time consuming 

 

Those who have no time 

Will command and order 

Break and destroy 

Become the beast 

As this doesn’t take time 
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16. THE MOST POWERFUL NATION ON EARTH 

The greatest force known to humans 

Is the force of LOVE in every human 

The greatest miracle known to humans 

Is the miracle of LOVE ALWAYS  

Which the force in each human can perform 

 

The greatest force is the force of LOVE  

The greatest miracle is the miracle of LOVE which every human who resolves to 

perform, can perform 

 

At times of conflict 

Sides reach out to the world 

Help us! Help us!  

Each side would cry 

With war propaganda 

They proclaim their right 

And dreams of better world 

"We have to win 

We have the power  

And the knowledge  

And the wisdom 

And the people’s support 

Please help us to win  

To make their lives a win" 

 

Sometimes the world responds  

With weapons supply 

Sometimes the world responds  

With a supply of troupes 

Not dancers and entertainers 

But killers and more bombs 

 

Help us please help us 

We want to win 

We have the power 

We have the interest  

Of our people  

To change their world  

To a better one 

 

At such times of war and conflict  

A miracle is needed 

To move hardness of hearts 

The mountains erected  

By obsession with power 
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On all sides of conflict 

 

 

The most powerful nation in the world 

Is the nation which stirs the LOVE in people  

To create peace at times of war 

 

 

The most powerful nation in the world 

Is the nation in which LOVE rains  

And reigns SUPREME 

And secures peace in war-torn nations  

Without bloodshed but with LOVE  

And through LOVE ALWAYS 

 

Not through supply of guns and bombs 

Not through sending killing machines and troupes  

Humans need not kill each other 

What humans need to kill…  

Are poisonous words which divide and kill 

What nations need to send to each other 

Are messages of LOVE which melt erected mountains 

 

PEACE I bring to you 

The greatest miracle  

Known to humans 

The one miracle  

Humans have power to perform 

LOVE LOVE LOVE  

And never stop LOVING 

The miracle which brings  

Peace of mind and world peace 

 

What a rubbish talk! 

Absolute nonsense! 

What is she on? 

She’s not in touch 

Definitely out of touch 

Advocating LOVE ALWAYS  

Whilst WAR and HATE rage 

How can LOVE be employed, at a time like this? 

She surely lacks understanding of the affairs of humans 

 

She understands well, actually very well 

"There is no greater love than to lay down one's life for one's friends 

"The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep 
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An eye for an eye, retributive justice" 

 

 

 

Laying down life for another  

Is not taking up arms to kill others 

The greatest LOVE 

Is the LOVE which makes PEACE  

And melts mountains of hate 

 

The one miracle warring factions can perform 

If determined to perform  

Is to make PEACE 

The one call which warring factions can choose to make 

Is call to the world to help in reconciliation 

Not help with obliterating one faction 

Not help with snatching or retaining power  

At a time of war 

The miracle is not provision of more and more weapons which kill 

The miracle is the provision of LOVE which brings peace 

 

If humans want PEACE 

Long lasting PEACE 

Humans must really LOVE one another 

It is the only way 

The most powerful nation  

Is OUR UNITED STATE OF LOVE 

 

17. WARNING 

My truth is not the truth 

But my truth does work for me 

My truth revealed itself 

As I walked along the path 

 

I shared my truth with all 

With the hope to change the world 

I found the world I changed 

Is the world of me and I 

 

I stopped a while to think 

Not all will like my truth 

My truth is not the truth 

Many will like to hear. 

 

My truth is potent truth 

Would practise make sterile? 

The question which I ask 
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Is this what I want? 

For my children and their own? 

A world of PEACE and LOVE? 

Ruled only by our LOVE? 

 

My truth, my view alone 

Amongst the many views 

The WARNING which I sound… 

“It’s only just my thoughts 

My thoughts as I write them”  
 

ON BOOKS 
18. BOOK OF CHOICE 

LOVE is INTELLIGENCE. 

Of the purest form 

It works in time 

With time 

In its time 

 

It does not do or say 

As humans want, expect 

Humans want a messiah  

Who comes brandishing guns  

And bombs of destruction 

 

But LOVE is the messiah  

Which brings PEACE of mind 

And PEACE for ALL 

 

So humans  

Who pray for salvation 

Get disappointed...  

With ‘PEACE I BRING TO YOU’  

Because it is not the POWER  

They were expecting 

 

Humans want a messiah who discriminates 

Who says 'you are my people 

So I will kill the other people' 

So when LOVE delivers:  

“Messiah ‘everyone is my people’ 

My spirit I give to all' 

Humans get disappointed 

Terribly disappointed 

Because it is not the message  

They expected to hear 

Message is not messiah 
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Sometimes 

Humans are told 

What they want to hear 

Those who want war 

Will find passages  

In their book of faith  

To justify war 

Those who want LOVE  

Will find passages  

In their book of faith 

To justify LOVE 

Those who want PEACE  

Will find passages  

In the book of faith 

Which justify PEACE 

 

The Bible for instance 

Is divided into 2  

First, the Old testament  

Which Judaism, Islam  

And Christianity 

All have in common 

 

Old testament contains  

Great stories 

Some historical  

Some prophetic  

Some stories of war 

 

It starts with the story  

Of creation  

A beautiful story  

Significant too 

LOVE creates beauty from nothing.  

 

The Old testament...  

Also contains...  

The message: an eye for an eye  

But also... 

The 10 commandments  

Which includes ‘thou shall not kill’  

 

The second book  

Is the New testament  

In which Christ taught  
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LOVE LOVE LOVE  

And never stop LOVING 

Turn the other cheek if hit on one cheek 

Do not avenge. Put away the sword 

PEACE I BRING TO YOU  

 

As far as I know  

Judaism, Islam and Christianity  

Also have in common:  

GOD IS LOVE.  

LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR  

AS THYSELF 

 

But those who claim  

To be followers  

Of the teaching of LOVE 

War all the time 

With words, bombs, guns  

And things which destroy  

And kill each other 

 

War is not LOVE  

And not built on LOVE 

War is bestial 

A bestial approach 

To achieve what each wants 

To kill is not to LOVE 

 

In the book of faith 

EACH finds what EACH wants to find 

Humans are ALWAYS given a CHOICE 

Choose thee  

Whom you want to follow 

 

LOVE is a spirit  

The war of spirits  

Happens in the mind  

And in spirit. 

The war of the flesh  

Happens in the mind, flesh and body 

The Bible, book of CHOICE 

Choose thee today 

Whom you will follow 

LOVE I choose 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS. 
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19. THE EXPANSION OF LOVE 

LOVE expands those who do not resist its force 

Those who resist its force, disturb their own peace 

And radiate conflict around 

 

When we work with LOVE 

We melt and flow with LOVE 

And stir to expand in LOVE 

Radiating LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop  

 

20. ALL CONCEPTIONS ARE DIVINE  

Which father knows which of the sperm penetrated the egg 

Which mother knows the exact moment the sperm penetrated the egg 

Or how the nose was moulded and the eyes painted 

Though in us and from us  

Yet not by us and a wonder to us 

Parts are seen, yet unseen 

Every pregnancy a miracle within  

 

Mary was right to highlight the miracle 

Jesus was a miracle and so are we all 

Conceived uniquely, each with spirit of LOVE 

The concept was there before the baby became 

 

Just as living is a divine miracle 

Conception was a divine miracle 

The concept an idea not conceived by parents  

LOVE in human a divine miracle  

The idea was born before parents were born 

It is not sex which conceives a baby 

The concept of conception more complicated than sex 

 

I am a living miracle 

Put together without my knowing 

Every child a miracle, every conception miracle 

Ask a mother today, ask a father too 

None will tell you how you were put together 

Bone by bone, flesh by flesh, blood in the veins 

 

Yes, science explains  

But ask a mother  

And a father too 

It remains a wonder  

The unseen in the seen  

The seen manifesting the unseen 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  
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21. PEOPLE OF THE BOOK 

People of the book are passionate 

They worship their GOD  

With all their might  

And give their faith their all 

They follow the book, its written law 

And hearts beat rhythm of law 

 

Saul who became Paul  

Was a person of the book 

Jonah who became reformed  

Was a person of the book 

Peter with the sword  

Was a person of the book 

So was Saul the king and Judas Iscariot 

Each believed passionately in the cause  

And pursued with might dictates of the faith 

 

Forgive them father for they know not what they're doing 

As true on the cross as it is today 

  If we go easy on sin and sinners 

We can focus better on LOVE and LOVERS 

If we focus more on heaven on earth 

We would find LOVE the heaven we can reach 

If we go easy on human sacrifice 

We may come to see the LOVE in all things 

  

Generations in which war was the order of the day 

Used the name of CHRIST to wage 'religious wars' 

Forgetting that CHRIST said NO to sword defence 

That was the lesson of Peter and the sword 

CHRIST did not command any ‘religious war’ 

For CHRIST is LOVE and LOVE is not war 

 

Generations in which blood sacrifice was the order of the day 

Read Christ’s death as blood sacrifice 

Sacrifice, atonement for sin and sinners 

But CHRIST is LOVE and LOVE is spirit 

LOVE does not die and can't be sacrificed 

If GOD IS LOVE, its child must be LOVE 

The body must die, bodiless does not die 

 

Which God requires human sacrifice? 

Murdering for God? 

Atonement for sin? 

Slaughtering humans? 

To appease and placate God? 

 

Which God needs and feeds on human blood? 
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Which God treats exploding suicide bombs as its praise song? 

Which God is washed and worshipped with human bloodletting? 

Which God commands humans to avenge? 

Which God rewards those who slaughter others because the slaughtered do not accept 

the God is their God? 

The GOD which is LOVE? 

Or another God? 

 

Human sacrifice, some rely for own wars 

No greater LOVE than this 

To lay down own life, for own friend 

   

But LOVE taught this: 

Turn the other cheek 

Submit to LOVE 

Forgive always 

Do not use violence  

 

The lesson on the cross  

Is not die for me 

The lesson on the cross  

Is not die for a friend 

The lesson on the cross  

Is not die for anyone 

The lesson on the cross  

FORGIVE ALWAYS 

Live and LOVE 

Not die for me 

  

CHRIST had to say.... 

From the highest point 

Above the land and sea 

Though rooted in the earth 

Up in space, in the air with clouds  

Witnesses of sorts; high and low 

In the open and carried by the wind 

His breath exhaled and the air dispersed 

The wind announced the message for all times 

FORGIVE FORGIVE FORGIVE ALWAYS 

Submit your breath to LOVE ALWAYS 

  

On top of the mountain, the highest point of life 

Naked as he was, striped of all clothes 

In that nakedness He gave the greatest class 

Dramatic the turn, lesson for all classes 

LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING 

FORGIVE WHEN IT'S HARD, 

WHEN MOST DIFFICULT TO FORGIVE 

JUST LOVE FOR ME 

NEVER HATE FOR ME 
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When a few breath is left to a body 

The body chooses words very carefully 

Delivers most important words to live 

FATHER FORGIVE THEM FOR THEY KNOW NOT WHAT THEY ARE DOING 

It was true then 

It is true now 

  

Humans choose to talk 

Sacrifice and sin 

When they can choose  

Beautiful breath of LOVE 

These talks of sin 

Condemn and judge humans 

“The bomber the righteous, the bombed the sinner” 

 

When we talk of LOVE 

We talk as one body 

United in LOVE 

When we talk of sin 

We divide humanity  

Into sinners and righteous 

  

GOD's spirit is in me, in you and in all  

LOVE's creations is GOD’s creations 

All humans who inhale air 

Are people of the book 

Have ideas and dreams 

We are GOD's own books 

The word became flesh 

In us GOD writes  

As our hearts beat 

ITS story, ITS law, ITS songs  

We’re temples of LOVE, altars and shrines 

In us LOVE is worshipped 

LOVE is GOD, GOD is LOVE 

 LOVE is universal, available to all 

 

Some books are written, just for the Jews 

Some books are written, just for none Jews 

If in those books, message of LOVE is found 

It is a message uniting all humans 

As LOVE unites and does not divide 

  

LOVE is written  

In the old and the new 

In all humans, universal is LOVE 

If the message of LOVE is followed with LOVE, through LOVE and for LOVE 

It brings PEACE to follower and to the world 
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Every human is a book of GOD 

People of GOD’s book, share in one LOVE 

Which unites all, in the spirit of LOVE 

Given to all with a breath of LOVE 

DNA stamp in the LOVE spirit  

Connecting all as one in LOVE 

 

Every human is beloved and blessed  

With breath of LOVE, all humans bear LOVE  

Beloved and blessed, all are children of LOVE 

Conceived to LOVE with every breath  

 

22. BOOK OF LAW 

There is something terribly wrong 

When a society of people 

Needs and requires a book of law 

To tell them that if you plunge a knife into another 

It will draw blood 

If you starve another for months and years 

They would die 

If you abuse, it will hurt 

 

LOVE is written in all hearts 

We do not need law to know what hurts others 

LAW is written by societies 

Where hardness of hearts 

Turn humans into beasts 

Who must be flogged and told what to do 

 

We are the books of LOVE which need no book of law 

LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING 

Is written in every heart which beats 

And every mind which thinks 

And every brain which reasons 

But humans choose what they wish to practise 

And some choose to practise hate 

And others choose to practise LOVE 

Those whose practice is LOVE 

Require no book of law 

Because LOVE is above all laws 

 

23. CHRIST 

Christ did not write a book 

He was a book 

He is a book 

A book of LOVE ALWAYS 

Chapter 1: LOVE 
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Chapter 2: LOVE ALWAYS 

Chapter 3: Never stop LOVING 

 

Christ did not write a book 

He is a book of LOVE 

Written in LOVE 

By LOVE 

For LOVE’s sake only 

 

But Christ is not the only book 

You too are a book  

The choice is yours 

To make yourself a book of LOVE 

Or a book of hate 

Or a book of LOVE and hate 

Or a different kind of book  

 

24. LOVE MONOPOLY? 

Some groups of people believe they are the chosen people   

And others are not  

But all humans are chosen people of GOD 

That is why we all have the breath of LOVE 

And given a choice to LOVE ALWAYS 

With senses to enjoy the beauty of the sun 

The rain and beauty all around us 

 

LOVE cannot be monopolised or colonised  

For GOD is LOVE 

Some groups of people may look down on others 

Label and describe others as inferior 

Point to evidence of why they themselves are superior 

It may be a book or a stone, or a tree or a location 

 

LOVE moves in the spirit of all its creations 

Before books were written, there was LOVE 

And those who cannot read or write have spirits of LOVE  

And are children of LOVE 

Who read and absorb the LOVE around 

The LOVE written on birds, moving clouds and rain 

The LOVE written on trees, creatures of sorts 

 

Those who cannot read or write have spirits of LOVE 

And can radiate LOVE wherever they may be 

And breathe the breath of LOVE which sustains 

 

May all religions and all humans focus on LOVE  
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And allow LOVE  

To unite humanity  

And bring peace of mind  

And world peace 

 

25. THE ONLY GOD WHICH I SERVE IS LOVE 

The only saviour I know is called LOVE 

The only GOD I worship is LOVE 

It is not male 

It is not female 

It is not human 

It has no nationality 

It has no race 

It does not choose a particular group as its own 

It does not send any to die as sacrifice 

It does not drink blood and does not need human or animal sacrifice 

It is like air 

And it is always healing, always repairing, always nourishing, always nurturing 

It conceived me and I am its book and its art  

Crafted in my mother's womb 

And gave me the choice  

To create myself to LOVE ALWAYS  

Or to be bestial and hate 

I chose LOVE 

And will LOVE always 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

26. OUR ANCESTORS’ BOOK  

People of the book will point to their books 

Swear by it to be from their Gods 

Rules and laws and way to live 

Set in stone in words that live 

 

People of the book 

Believe in their books 

They rank it higher  

Than any other book 

When touched by a book 

One lives by the book 

People of the book  

Are touched by their books 

And live by their books 

Not any other book 

 

People with no book  

Do have their own book 
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For every human being 

Has own special book 

Generations past 

Present and to come 

Written, delivered by own special God 

May not be written in book form of now 

Or set in stone or in words which live 

 

What is this book for people of no book? 

The land on which they stand 

The sky on which they gaze 

The waters of the earth 

The spirit in all things 

The sun, moon and stars 

The humans which they read 

And seasons and the change 

Uninhibited, unrestricted, flexible they read 

 

People of no book worship what they read 

The land and all it bears 

The land bears all alive  

The land bears all when dead 

Sustains all with its food  

Is with all and sees all   

 

Wisdom so profound 

For all humanity 

United in one land 

United in one sun 

United in one sky 

In waters of the earth 

In sun, moon and stars 

In seasons and the change 

The spirit in all things 

A book worth reading more 

 

The message LOVE ALWAYS 

For people of the book 

And people of no book 

Be flexible and LOVE 

Rigidity destroys 

 

Our ancestors read much 

The book of LOVE ALWAYS 

United by the force 

Binding everything as one  
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Land bears us, living or dead 

Sky is there for those who see 

Air is free, breathe as you can 

Sun, stars, moon, rain 

Touch those expose to them 

 

All books which touch and move 

Speak the language of those they touch 

But language may be misunderstood 

Twisted and misapplied 

By those in whose language is written 

And who know the language well 

 

Those with bestial intent 

Will see and read their intent 

Find bestiality and practise bestiality  

Oppression, torture, abuse 

Destruction, stoning, bombing 

And point to a book which they say is a book of LOVE and PEACE 

As the authority and as guide 

For their bestial practices 

A phenomenon common  

To past and to present generation 

Found in religious wars and abuses 

Burning at the stake for instance 

 

Humans read what they like 

Into what they read 

No matter how clear the words 

Written by the author of the book 

 

Unwritten was the book  

Which united humans 

Unwritten is the book  

Which unites humans 

Written in LOVE, not set in stone 

Written in spirits, not on paper 

Written in breaths, not in ink 

Before written books  

Was a spiritual book which bound all humans 

Which lives and breathes to this day 

Written books may be lost in flood and fire 

But spirits are indestructible 

 

All humans have one book in common 
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The one book our ancestors read 

Bound together by the spirit in the land, the river, the sea 

The plants, the sun, the storms, the cloud 

Written in the sky, the air, the sun 

The uniting message in our common book 

LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING 

Written in every heart which beats 

And every mind which thinks 

And every eye which reflects images 

Every sense which perceives 

Every ear which hears bird calls and sounds of the world 

 

 

27. THE FIRST BOOK 

Human beings are books 

Some are set in stone 

Unmoving unless moved 

Inflexible the thoughts 

As written and quite set 

 

Relationship with book 

Starts when we choose to read 

Some books are hard to crack 

Mysterious or deep 

Tragedy or great fun 

Some may make us cry 

 

Each human is a book 

Some are books of faith 

Rigid are their words  

Set in deep belief 

Made for just a few 

Limited edition 

Set in local facts 

No external influence 

 

Some are full of drama 

Some are full of fun 

Some are full of colour 

Some are full of joy 

Some get burnt with anger 

Some are guides to wealth 

 

Human beings are books 

The very first book 

The book you learnt to read 
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Before you learnt to read 

 

Some may stir your joy 

Some may touch your pain 

Some may make you happy 

Some may make you sad 

Some may give instructions 

Guiding to destructions 

Or to elevation 

 

Human beings are books 

Choose your subjects well… 

Have you read yourself? 

Which is your next book? 

 

28. MY FIRST BOOK OF LOVE 

My first book of LOVE is not a book as such 

It is me, you, all; seen and unseen 

My first book of LOVE is not boring at all 

It's full of energy, ponder and wonder 

My first book of LOVE is not long at all 

It's as short as LOVE and as near as me 

 

My first book of LOVE does not end in wedding rings 

It's endless as endless and present in now 

My first book of LOVE is here for me 

To read and read and never stop 

 

29. MY BOOK OF LOVE 

My book of LOVE is full of beauty 

Of flowers, seas, mountains, trees 

My book of LOVE is full of fragrance 

Enriching, transporting, affecting, the senses 

My book of LOVE is full of sound 

Of land, sky and water dwellers 

Enchanting, liberating, provoking music 

In my book of LOVE, I disappear  

To realms unknown, I disappear 

Into world of LOVE, I re-appear 

 

In my book of LOVE…  

I disintegrate to integrate 

I transcend human as seen into that unseen  

And become one with my book of LOVE 

Radiating LOVE from every page  

 

30. BOOK 4267 

You come to me now 
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‘Cos you want to know why 

I wish I know why 

Whoever knows why? 

 

It appeared and dared 

Surfaced and became 

Book 4267 

The book of thoughts 

A book of choice 

The LOVE in numbers 

The challenge the book 

 

Book 4267 

The LOVEbearer 

Appeared and took hold 

Pressed well its own cause 

Persuaded, distracted 

Moving and occupying  

Whilst others moved on 

 

Suggested itself  

At the thought of title 

Stood firm to be noticed 

Stirred provoking thoughts 

‘Make something of me’  

The dare in the thought 

 

From nothing became something 

The way of LOVE the same 

Befitting book of LOVE 

Make something out of me 

And if you are not content 

Make something much more 

 

426 and 7  

The same as 19 

Then turned to 10  

Before becoming 1 

The same works for LOVEbearer 

Converted number 10 

 

LOVEbearers parts of ONE  

That one called LOVE 

Part LOVE part human 

Part seen part unseen 

Ages in one LOVE 
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One LOVE through the ages 

Countless in one LOVE 

One LOVE in countless 

Endless to one end 

One end which is endless 

In one we are nothing 

In nothing we are one 

One LOVE bearing many 

Many bearing LOVE 

 

Book 4267 

Just a book of thoughts 

But a LOVEbearer 

A book which speaks out 

‘Make something of me’ 

‘Make something unique’ 

‘Make something with me’ 

‘Make something from me’ 

‘Something out of me’ 

A number really nothing  

Until you make it something 

Book 4267 - a book of thoughts? 

What does it make you think? 

What does it say to you? 

What can you make of it? 

Make what you may of it  

For you it is what you’ve made 

 

 

31. THE RELIGION OF THE CHILD-LIKE 

I am child-like 

With few bad-memories 

Immersed in LOVE-memories 

I have few knowledge 

But full of LOVE 

I have few stress 

But thrilled by every new 

 

I am child-like 

And my religion is for the child-like 

My GOD is LOVE 

My SAVIOUR is LOVE 

My religion is not new 

It’s as old as beginning 

Found in every breath 

Seen in every shine 

Creature and all 
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My religion does not burn  

Any at the stakes 

My religion does not send  

Any to war 

My religion arms no one…  

With destructive arms  

To destroy and kill 

No arms department 

No destruction at all 

Biological or chemical 

Mechanical or electrical  

Swords or knives 

Guns or bombs  

Stones or nails 

 

My religion does give alms  

And a helping hand 

My religion gives choice  

And freedom to choose 

The religion of the child-like 

I hope you choose too 

It’s LOVE LOVE LOVE  

LOVE and never stop  

 

ON RELATIONSHIPS 

32. DON’T CRUSH THOSE WHO LIKE YOU 

Don't crush those who like you  

They may annoy and repel you 

But please do not crush them with your rejection 

Be kind and very sensitive when you are the one rejecting 

Many beautiful hearts have been turned to stones  

Because they were rejected with stones 

Be life giving nourishing water even in rejection 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

33. TRULY LOVED 

If LOVE is expressed in gifts... 

I am truly loved  

For I receive gifts of life  

In every breath 

If LOVE is expressed in colour 

I am deeply loved  

For my eyes and ears  

Perceive unlimited beauty  

If LOVE is expressed in companionship 

I am incredibly LOVED  

For thoughts are with me  

Every waking moment  

And dreams accompany me 
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Every single moment  

 

 

34. BIGGER PICTURE 

If the object you desire does not reflect back 

And rejection visits at the time you are expecting acceptance 

Look upon the LOVE which keeps you alive  

 

Look at the bigger picture          

If the smaller picture proves elusive 

Always remember you do not remember 

Ever choosing to be born 

But born you were anyway 

So it is not always about it being as you planned  

 

You did not choose to be LOVED  

By the LOVE which keeps you alive 

But you are sent presents of LOVE in every breath  

Sometimes what you desire, is not what you need 

Look at the bigger picture when the smaller picture becomes hazy 

 

Bask in the LOVE which keeps you alive 

When the LOVEbearer you chose to LOVE 

Becomes too hot to handle. 

 

You are truly LOVED 

By the LOVE you do not see  

Do you see the bigger picture  

Now the smaller picture has disappeared? 

The LOVEbearer you chose has deserted you 

Whilst the LOVE you do not see continues to accompany you 

 

Look at the bigger picture 

Look, look again 

Can you see what’s unfolding 

It is you on that stage 

The LOVE which sustains you 

Beams its LOVE on you 

Its spotlight on you, highlighting you for glory 

 

When the smaller picture has finished its role 

When the desired one leaves the stage 

The mirror becomes much clearer  

For the bigger image to emerge 

 

The image which sets you apart for your journey to glory 

 

The ones who are rejected are truly LOVED 

The ones who are deserted are truly LOVED 

The who are left, are truly LOVED 
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They are set apart so that they can learn 

The lesson they must learn at present for the next  

 

The LOVE which you do not see, sees you 

The LOVE which you do not see, is already working to heal you 

If you submit yourself to its work  

And bask in the LOVE in every breath 

And reflect the LOVE it beams on you 

And allow yourself to be touched 

It will continue to build and move you to your unique glory 

 

 

35. IT IS TRUE  

If my happiness makes you happy 

And your happiness makes me happy 

If the LOVE in me stirs the LOVE in you 

And the LOVE in you touches me to glow 

Then it is true to say..... 

To hurt you is to hurt myself 

 

ON BELIEFS, RELIGION, CHRISTIANITY… 

36. CORRUPTION 

Power manipulates words 

Power corrupts thoughts 

To feed its needs 

 

Power craves world domination 

Ultimate control is its need 

Which must be fed 

 

So it goes about  

Corrupting and manipulating messages  

Twisting minds and planting misunderstanding 

To feed itself 

Feeding on people's vulnerability 

Manipulating people's ego 

As means to its ends 

 

Power corrupts people's religious beliefs 

It manipulates people's understanding of LOVE 

It feeds on people's desire to live forever 

The need to be centre of attraction and attention  

To be the only chosen ones 

The need to be worshipped as the outstanding one 

The special star towering over others 

Upon whom all look 
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So "LOVE GOD AND NEIGHBOUR" 

Gets corrupted to "Kill neighbour for GOD" 

And "LOVE neighbour as self" 

Gets corrupted to "divide and rule" 

 

LOVE does not seek world domination 

For LOVE is spirit which dwells in spirits 

 

Power manipulates heart beats to chant: 

"We are Christians and we are superior 

We are Muslims and we are superior 

We are Jews and we are superior 

We are this and that and superior 

We are the only chosen ones  

The ones who will inherit the earth 

And the heavens 

Others are inferior and are going to hell 

Our teachers are the ones sent by GOD 

Others are heathens, pagans, infidels, non-believers 

Following the path to hell" 

 

Power is the one virus 

Which corrupts hearts to turn to stones 

Stones which stone to death 

Stones which slaughter other humans 

With words and swords  

Without feelings, empathy, sympathy 

Stones which become unmovable mountains 

 

Power becomes the winner 

When it corrupts our minds 

To be rigid as stone 

And suppresses our LOVE 

To near extinction 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

37. FREEDOM OF SPEECH 

When it comes to Jesus Christ 

All have freedom of speech 

And all are right in the view they take 

 

Muslims call Him a great prophet 

And they are right on point 

For Christ prophesied 

So a prophet he was 
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Jews say He was not the saviour they expected 

And they are right on point 

For He was not what they expected 

 

Christians call Him GOD  

Their Lord and personal saviour 

And they are right on point 

For GOD IS LOVE  

And all CHRIST taught was LOVE 

LOVE ALWAYS 

FORGIVE THOSE WHO TORTURED YOU 

TURN OTHER CHEEK 

He lived the LOVE He taught 

And never owned a sword 

 

When it comes to Christ  

Everyone has a say  

When it comes to Christ  

Everyone is what they want to be 

It is not a new thing 

It started before His birth 

To Mary, Christ was a physical child  

Conceived in Mary's womb 

To Joseph, Christ was a concept  

Of LOVE and PEACE for all 

Conceived in Joseph's spirit 

A product of his dream 

His dream was LOVE 

LOVE and never stop 

 

When it comes to CHRIST 

Everyone has a say  

And so I say  

The saviour is a concept  

The concept is LOVE, PEACE and UNITY 

For all humanity not just for one group of humans 

The only concept which does not discriminate 

But unites all humans  

And brings peace of mind 

And world peace  

To the whole of humanity  

 

The saviour which is LOVE 

Though spiritual in nature 

Can manifest in the seen 

Any physical form 

But a product of LOVE spirit 

The LOVE which bears PEACE  

And unity for all humans 
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Your Christ may have a different name 

Depending on your own culture  

And your own language 

PEACE I BRING TO YOU 

The saviour is within you 

Among you and around you  

The idea is planted in you  

EVEN before you were born 

The idea is LOVE ALWAYS 

 

Choose what to practise 

I have chosen to practise 

PEACE, UNITY, LOVE ALWAYS...  

 

38. FOR MY CHRISTIAN FRIENDS 

In the past 

I may have been burnt alive  

For heresy 

For sharing these thoughts 

 

But at present 

Am burning to share 

With my Christian friends 

That my LOVE for Christ  

Is not based on the belief  

For heaven to come  

But based on the following  

Which is heaven on earth 

 

CHRIST means LOVE 

When we LOVE always 

We serve GOD always 

The GOD which is LOVE 

 

Before Christ was born 

Joseph practised LOVE always 

When he shared his dream 

In which an Angel told him 

That the Child in Mary 

Is a conception of the Holy Spirit  

 

Joseph chose to share 

A dream which revealed  

That his innermost thought 

At the time of crisis 

Was LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 
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Joseph dreamt of a child of LOVE  

And his dream came true 

When his child preached LOVE always 

And prayed for forgiveness for those who tortured Him to death 

 

CHRIST means LOVE 

Only LOVE asks those without sin to cast the first stone  

On an adulterous woman  

LOVE did not stone neither did any stone 

CHRIST means LOVE 

LOVE told Peter to put away his sword 

Glued back the ear, sliced in defence 

LOVE told the world to LOVE not to hate... 

'LOVE for me do not hate for me' 

When with his last breaths he prayed aloud for forgiveness for those who tortured and 

nailed him to the cross 

"FORGIVE THEM FOR THEY KNOW NOT WHAT THEY ARE DOING" 

 

He prayed that prayer aloud for us to hear  

He had the choice to pray it in silence, thus, conserving his last breaths 

In that prayer was the fulfilment of LOVE's ministry of LOVE, which tale began with 

Joseph's dream of LOVE's child 

 

Some people continue to argue whether Mary was a virgin  

Some people continue to debate whether Christ was man  

For me, what made Christ God is that word he spoke on the cross.  

He like you and me, was born of a woman 

It is not our conception which makes us God  

But how we handle the burdens placed upon us 

By circumstances beyond our control 

How we handle trials at times of crisis 

 

The way Christ lived is what made Him DIVINE 

The way Joseph lived is what made him DIVINE 

The way we live may make us DIVINE 

But the choice is ours to be BESTIAL or DIVINE  

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

39. LOVE DOES NOT KILL 

The bestial part of human  

Fights and kills  

The LOVE part of human 

Touches and transforms  

And it’s the LOVER  

And the saviour 
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Of the human part 

 

LOVE does not kill 

LOVE creates and heals 

Beautifies and nurtures 

Sustains and saves 

Nourishes, resurrects 

Humans always have a choice  

To be bestial or to be God 

 

But you wonder and you ask 

There is one GOD which is LOVE 

We do not believe in many Gods 

A human cannot usurp the position of GOD 

Humans are creatures of one GOD  

And cannot become that one GOD 

How can a human choose to be God? 

 

Your question provoked thoughts 

And I stopped to wonder… 

What is GOD? 

If GOD is LOVE, are humans part of that one GOD which is LOVE? 

Is GOD seen or unseen? 

Is GOD spirit and where does it dwell? 

Is GOD inside and outside too? 

Is the air within and also around? 

How can one fruit be many fruits? 

How can a tree be in branches? 

Can humans be a branch of one GOD? 

How can one river be seen in different countries? 

How can one sun be seen in many continents? 

Are humans seen and also unseen? 

Do humans have spirits as well as body? 

Is LOVE seen or unseen? 

Is there LOVE in humans or does LOVE live far? 

If GOD is LOVE, and LOVE is in humans… 

Can humans choose to be God and not bestial? 

 

40. THE SIGNALMEN AND THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS 

We are all travellers on the same road to LOVE. We are all passengers in the same 

LOVE train. At intervals, we meet different red and green lights or signalmen. Each 

points us to the way of peace and LOVE. Each points us away from hate and 

destruction. Each culture gets its own teacher and signalman to speak the language 

and dialect local to that culture using examples from that culture and that age.  

 

At different stages of our journey to LOVE, we encounter these different signalmen; 
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some from the past and some from the present. Their spirits of LOVE engage our 

spirits of LOVE and our passion for LOVE is kindled even more. 

 

If we remember that the signalmen are placed on our way to point us to the way to 

LOVE, we would focus on the message of LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop 

LOVING which they are pointing out. Our focus on LOVE will move our spirit to 

reject hate, discrimination, superiority and supremacy claims. The LOVE within will 

steer us and we would refuse to listen to the spirit of hate which wants to hijack our 

peace by offering our ego the drug of superiority complex which makes us put others 

down and in so doing cause conflicts, fights and wars which eventually come back to 

haunt and destroy us.  

 

It is the drug of superiority which causes divisions. The superiority spirit makes us 

operate on the basis that the green light we encountered in Jericho, Jerusalem, Mecca, 

England is more superior than the green light encountered in Nigeria, Pakistan, 

Ireland, America.... 

 

Superiority spirits make us operate on the basis that the signalman we like and choose 

to follow is the superior signalman. But all green lights point to LOVE and all 

signalmen point to LOVE. The signalmen explain that the greatest commandment is 

LOVE. LOVE LOVE and LOVE HUMANS. They did not say the greatest 

commandment is worship the signalman and hate and kill in its name. 

 

The signalmen and green lights work together as one team in LOVE. The GOD which 

is LOVE has many signalmen using different languages, operating from different 

backgrounds and from different generations. Even you, trees, flowers, seas, mountains 

and all creations show the LOVE green light and can read the stop signs. 

 

The divide and rule spirit manipulates the message of the signalmen. Obsession with 

control, fixation with dominion over others and manipulation to increase power lead 

different peoples of the earth to promote one green light as superior to other green 

lights; pointing to miracles as evidence of superiority. 

  

But there is only one LOVE which is GOD to which all signalmen and all green lights 

point. There is only one GOD which is LOVE and every human is made of a breath of 

that LOVE and is a child of that LOVE and can become mature in that LOVE by 

practising LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING. We and those of old are 

green lights and signalmen. Let’s help one another in the same LOVE train to reach 

our LOVE destination. LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

41. THE QUESTIONS ON MY MIND ARE THE THOUGHTS  

Is the teacher more important than the lesson 

Where the lesson employed the teacher to teach? 

Is the university more important than the education 

When the education instituted its importance? 

 

Think my beloved friends, think 
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LOVE is the lesson 

LOVE is the education 

Which makes everything else important   

 

42. ERA OF LOVE 

The eyes cannot read 

The writings on the bones 

The eyes cannot read  

The message in the air 

LOVE-spirit is unseen 

And writes unseen 

The writings of spirit  

Are read in the spirit 

And not by human eyes 

Which sees not unseen 

And misjudges the seen 

 

LOVE’s spirit is given  

To all for all 

Abides in all 

A level playing field  

Is the spirit of LOVE 

Directly written 

Into every spirit 

Of every breath 

Not through this or that 

Object or person 

 

What unites us all 

Is written in our bones 

Our blood and heart beat 

The colour of our tongue 

Our blood and our bones 

 

That which unites us 

Is written in unseen 

The colour of the air 

 

The things we cannot see 

Are things which unite us 

The things we do not own 

Are things which unite us 

 

The state of LOVE  

Unites us all 

Where all hearts are called  

To beat LOVE LOVE  
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LOVE LOVE and never stop 

The era of LOVE  

When minds are occupied  

By LOVE LOVE ALWAYS 

 

 

43. TWO FORCES AT WAR 

These 2 worlds exist 

The world of LOVE  

And the world of hate.  

LOVE is the HEAVEN 

 Hate the HELL 

 

The war of 2 forces 

Happens in the mind 

The war to possess 

The heart of the matter 

Whichever wins  

Radiates through you 

 

The difference is clear 

You know which is which 

When you see the force 

Its uniform and mark 

Its action and rank 

 

LOVE is the force 

Which creates beauty  

Hate is the force 

Which creates destruction 

And drives the engine  

Of war and conflict 

 

The energy of LOVE 

Heals and nurtures 

Builds and nourishes  

The life it gives 

 

Hate is the force 

Whose ingredients poison 

And ruins the created 

Including its own workers 

And powers destruction  

And takes the life  

Out of what it touches 
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LOVE is a force 

Which takes many forms 

LOVE can possess 

Forms of all sorts 

Becomes visible 

Becomes experience 

To do its work 

 

Hate is a force  

Which takes many forms 

Hate can possess 

Forms of all sorts 

To perform its mission 

To poison and destroy 

 

What has possessed you? 

What has possessed me? 

The war of 2 forces 

Our bodies and minds 

Just battle fields? 

 

But we have a choice 

To submit to LOVE or to hate 

Which force do you join? 

Which do you invite? 

The choice is ours 

 

I choose to work  

For LOVE always 

Choosing LOVE to possess my all 

And move my all  

To TOUCH LOVE 

To LOVE LOVE LOVE 

To LOVE and never stop 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

44. LOVEBEARER 

Am a LOVEbearer 

Made in LOVE to LOVE 

I always conceive LOVE 

And give birth to LOVE 

 

Am a LOVEbearer 

Planting seeds of LOVE 

Nurturing them to grow 

To bear LOVE always 
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And spread LOVE ALWAYS 

Scents of LOVE is LOVE 

 

Am a LOVEbearer 

That is all I am 

And all I want to be 

 

45. LOVE BREATHER 

I am a LOVE breather 

Formless in nature 

On earth, I take form 

 

I took the form: human 

And live with other forms 

Together called nature 

 

Abode, the forming earth 

I am a LOVE breather 

Formless by nature 

On earth to take form 

To form the forms of nature 

Formless and in forms 

Shapeless and in shapes 

 

I am a LOVE breather 

Formless by nature 

On earth to take form 

To form the endless memories 

Formless and solid 

 

I am a LOVE breather 

A particle of LOVE 

Formed a human shape 

To live and breathe LOVE 

Until LOVE dissipates..... 

To live and breathe LOVE 

Until form dissipates 

Formless..... 

LOVE 

 

Journey to other forms 

Universes unknown 

Having experienced form 

Enriched in form 

By all forms 
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Memory the form 

In the image of form 

Journey to other forms 

Universes unknown 

 

46. LEADERSHIP 

How is your leadership? 

We are all leaders 

How is your teaching? 

We are all teachers 

 

Sometimes the greatest leaders  

Are not the ones ruling 

Sometimes the greatest teachers 

Are not the ones teaching 

But the ones LOVE inspired  

Motivated to LOVE 

And stir the LOVE in all 

  

Sometimes the greatest leaders  

Are not the ones democracy elected  

But the ones LOVE created 

 To create memories  

Of LOVE LOVE LOVE 

 LOVE and never stop 

 Sustaining the elected  

And the unelected 

  

When we LOVE as we should 

 We become led by LOVE 

 To LOVE LOVE LOVE  

To LOVE and never stop  

 

When we LOVE as we should 

 We elect LOVE to lead 

And lead as LOVE elected  

Elected unelected 

  

When we LOVE as we should 

 We enthrone LOVE in power  

To inspire empower 

 To rain and to reign  

SUPREME in spirit 

 In body and mind 

  

When we LOVE as we should 
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 We enthrone LOVE in minds 

Actions and spirits 

 To heal, to energise 

To revive and polish  

To nourish, to enrich 

 To cultivate, beautify 

 To bring peace of mind  

And PEACE TO THE WORLD 

  

When we enthrone LOVE in power  

To inspire the best in us 

 We become the best of us 

 And would be LOVING as we should 

  

LOVE IS THE BEST LEADER 

LOVE IS SUPREME RULER 

AND THE BEST TEACHER 

May the reign of LOVE 

Bring the rain of PEACE 

May LOVE rain  

And reign SUPREME  

In minds, words and actions.  

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

 

47. LOVE THE ONLY BREAK 

When hate drives and accelerates  

Pains and destructions 

LOVE is the only break  

Which breaks but transforms 

 

When superiority claims  

And inferiority claims  

And supremacy claims 

Force and push  

Complexes and war 

  LOVE is the only force  

Which breaks it whole 

 

Yes! LOVE the only break  

Which breaks without screech 

LOVE the only break 

Whose break transforms 

The broken into LOVE 

And makes the break 

To become a break 
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Which becomes a bridge 

From all that is bad 

To all that is good 

 

Yes! LOVE is the break 

And also the bridge 

Which breaks into 

All that is good, beautiful and peaceful  

 

 

48. THE HONOURABLE SOCIETY OF LOVEBEARERS 

A doctor is not immune to illness though he/she may understand the illness better. Proper 

diagnosis identifies the root of a problem and helps find the right cure where there is a cure 

and where there is no cure, helps to prepare the mind better to bear the burden.  

 

As Honourable LOVEbearers we recognise that we are neither perfect nor infallible. By 

confronting ourselves and our individual weaknesses, we are ready to look into ourselves and 

recognise when we are being attacked by the deadly diseases of the mind such as jealousy, 

envy, greediness, selfishness, self-righteousness, insecurity, superiority claims, inferiority 

complex and will employ the lessons of LOVE we ourselves post and share to help us in 

eradicating the disease. LOVEbearers tame the beasts in ourselves (not in others) so that we 

can allow the LOVE within ourselves to shine through and radiate LOVE in and around us. 

 

An Honourable LOVEbearer is someone who accepts that he/she is a work in progress and 

that there is work to be done on own self and undertakes to do it through LOVE, with LOVE, 

for LOVE's sake only and starts to do it through LOVE, with LOVE, for LOVE's sake only; 

sometimes with great difficulty but going about it nevertheless with great patience and 

perseverance. 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

 

49. THE GARDEN OF LOVE IS US 

Not a political party 

But a spiritual garden 

Where we cultivate LOVE  

And nurture spirit of LOVE  

Where we weed out hate 

And repel spirits of hate 

Where spirit of PEACE germinates 

And grows to flourish 

 

Political party, we definitely aren't 

Though politicians may join in the practice of LOVE LOVE LOVE  

And never stop LOVING 

Politicians are humans too 
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And all humans are LOVEbearers 

 

We are the movement of LOVE 

The corporation of LOVE always 

All corporations may join in the practice of LOVE always 

For corporations are human bodies 

And all bodies bear the mark of LOVE 

 

We are everyone and everyone is us 

Humans who have resolved to cultivate  

Softness of heart 

And weed out  

Hardness of heart 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

50. JOSEPH'S DREAM 

Joseph is the dreamer 

In the new testatment 

Who dreamt of a child 

Of the holy ghost 

 

His wife-to-be was pregnant 

One choice was to reject 

His mind was occupied 

As mind often is 

Should I follow convention 

And have her stoned to death 

Or follow my own mind 

And restore her to glory 

 

His anxiety, brought his dream 

Dreams sometimes heal 

If we let them heal 

One choice was to reject 

Another to accept 

The dream a healing dream 

His choice LOVE or HATE 

 

He chose…  

The healing power of dream  

‘Conceived by holy ghost’ 

The dream and tale of LOVE 

He chose to tell the dream 

Thus began the tale of LOVE 

LOVE LOVE and never stop 

 

Joseph was the dreamer  

In the new testament 

That part of the Bible  
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That sowed LOVE ALWAYS  

His dream of course came true 

A dream of LOVE it was 

 

Dream a dream which heals 

You and those you LOVE 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

A dream for all humanity 

 

Share a dream which heals 

Not one which destroys 

Share a dream to heal 

The message Joseph sends 

From 2000 years beyond 

 

Joseph had a choice 

Reject or accept 

Joseph had a choice 

Broadcast his dream he chose 

His dream healed him 

He allowed it to heal him 

And saved Mary from stones.... 

 

LOVE ALWAYS 

The story Joseph chose 

About the unborn child 

LOVE ALWAYS 

The story Joseph chose  

To tell the unborn child 

LOVE ALWAYS 

The message Joseph chose 

To tell the whole world 

LOVE ALWAYS 

Joseph’s relationship 

With his betrothed 

 

LOVE ALWAYS 

Joseph's dream came true 

When with His last breaths 

Jesus prayed for forgiveness 

For those who tortured him 

And nailed him to the cross 

 

Be free to dream  

For an unborn 

Who would LOVE when born 

Every idea resident in thought is an unborn 

Conceived in the mind by the spirit of the inspiration 

Which made it a thought 

It may be a project 
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It may be a human 

Dream what you want for the unborn 

Your dream might just come true 

As Joseph's dream did.... 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

 

51. NOT EASY BUT WILL TRY 

It is not going to be easy 

But if you are a LOVE practitioner 

You will at the very least give it a try 

 

It is easier said than practised 

But if you are a LOVE practitioner 

You will take it one step at a time 

This business of LOVE ALWAYS 

 

How can we LOVE those who have abused us? 

You can LOVE them by refusing to suffer further abuse 

Turning away from destruction 

Getting all needed help as you walk tall away from abuse 

Then LOVE yourself, by forgiving them 

Leaving the pain behind 

Forgiveness saves and resurrects you 

 

You can LOVE them from a distance 

You will keep a good distance away  

And remain a distance  

Let them call you a fool because you forgave 

You will not be the fool 

You will be the healer and the healed 

A LOVE practitioner knows  

That LOVE heals, nurtures and nourishes 

 

Just give it a try 

You may start by filling your heart and mind and spirit 

With the beauty of forgiveness 

Allowing the rivers of LOVE to flow as tears 

And wash away your pain and anger 

So any memory of a bad experience 

Will not become the poisonous venom 

Which turns the screws of pain 

At the mention of a name 

Killing you slowly from within 

Becoming the burning fire of a chemical poison 

Present in every mention of that name 

Which you say you left behind 

But ever present in bad memory 

In every thought the name presents 
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Forgiveness is a gift to yourself 

The medicine hate will not let you take 

The beauty malice hides from you 

The miracle you alone can perform 

To raise yourself from the dead 

Forgive them for they know not what they are doing 

The miracle which resurrects any and every who utters it 

 

Forgive and fill your heart with beauty 

That is a way to LOVE yourself, LOVE LOVE and LOVE others.... 

 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

 

 

 

 
52. PURSUIT OF POWER AT ALL COSTS 

It is difficult to imagine  

The beast that can be unleashed  

By pride and anger 

Pursuit of money at all costs 

And pursuit of absolute power  

 

Anger can make a person MAD  

And MADNESS can make a person kill 

Pursuit of POWER can turn sane person insane 

And insanity can make a person kill  

Without regrets 

 

Pursuit of money at all costs 

Can cost a person reasoning and sense 

And buy the person madness and hardness of heart 

 

Madness knows no boundaries  

The 'person' knoweth not 

What MADNESS is doing 

"FATHER FORGIVE THEM  

FOR THEY KNOW NOT WHAT THEY ARE DOING" 

 

Every human is capable  

Of doing good and bad 

The more the good is fed LOVE  

The more angelic the good becomes 

The more the bad is fed hate 

The more bestial the bad becomes.  

 

TOUCH NIGERIA is established  
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To feed Nigeria LOVE  

So that Nigeria may grow  

And mature in LOVE. 

 

53. BOMBS CANNOT KILL LOVE  

Bombs, guns and knives  

Cannot kill LOVE 

LOVE is a force 

Bodiless in form 

In bodies and around  

 

Bombs kill bodies  

But cannot kill LOVE 

When bombs detonated 

To kill Christians  

In church and about 

To kill non-christians  

Around and about 

The body bearing LOVE 

May die 

But the LOVE it’s bearing 

Cannot be killed 

With bomb, gun and knife 

 

The LOVE is rendered bodiless 

Its pure and potent state 

And expands in dimension 

And beyond imagination 

To continue its work of LOVE 

Touching even those killed 

 

The truth of the matter is this 

The killers are victims 

Of the spirit of hate 

Which occupies killer’s mind 

And fills it up with snakes 

The deadliest snakes of hate 

In constant bite and spits 

Stealing the killer’s peace 

Keeping the killer awake 

To plan its deadly cause 

Turning killer’s heart to stone 

 

LOVE works bodiless 

Expanding itself  

And its message 

Like the wind blows through 

Which cannot be stopped 

And cannot be sliced 

But can overtake 
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To go around the world 

 

Those who kill Christians 

To stop them from speaking 

To stop them from LOVING 

To stop them from spreading 

Remember Christ was killed 

Many years ago 

To stop him from LOVING 

To stop his message spreading 

But His LOVE lives on 

And His message spreads on 

And He keeps speaking… 

“FORGIVE THEM FATHER 

FOR THEY KNOW NOT WHAT THEY ARE DOING” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

54. TOUCH NIGERIA  

Touch Nigeria LOVE 

Touch LOVE Nigeria  

LOVE touch Nigeria 

Nigeria touch LOVE 

 

LOVE Nigeria touch 

Make our world better 

In song, words and pictures 

In hearts, acts and living 

 

What happens in one part 

Affects all humanity 

International communities 

Must coordinate resources 

Towards tackling the root  

And route of all crimes 

Corruption, oppression 

Abuses of all kinds… 

Individuals, institutions 

Governments, groups, sectors 

Economic migration 

Destructive greediness 

Selfishness which destroys  

 

It can be done, for sure 

If we resolve to do it 

And set about doing it 
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With LOVE and through LOVE  

And for LOVE’s sake only  

 

 It can be done, for sure 

It’s being done, for sure 

Starting from you and I 

One step a time, the way 

LOVE’s practice takes time  

It’s worth working on 

And worth waiting for 

LOVE’s not the quick fix 

But GOD IS LOVE 

Impossible happens in LOVE 

 

Touch Nigeria LOVE 

LOVE Nigeria touch 

 

55. ALL NIGERIA NEEDS IS LOVE 

They cried:  

“Help! Help! Help! I don’t wanna go there 

Mama help! Papa help! Barrister help! I don’t wanna go there  

Passengers help! Everybody help! Please help 

I don't want to go there” 

      

IN THE PAST 

Like cows to the slaughter 

Against their will, chained and cuffed 

In ship-loads they were exported 

To toil till they die 

To make foreign owners richer 

And foreign land a better place 

  

With no visa, they were illegal 

A number burnt into their skin  

They had for a passport 

In vain they cried…  

“Mama help! Papa help! Everybody help! I don't want to go there” 

 

Where were the immigration authorities?  

When they needed someone to refuse them entry  

And deport them back to Nigeria? 

 

AT PRESENT 

Like cows to the slaughter 

Against their will, chained and cuffed 

In plane-loads they are being exported to Nigeria 

     With no visa, they are illegal 

     With criminal convictions, they are illegal 

     With no money, they are illegal 

      Emergency Travel documents they have for passports 
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      Immigration Authorities know them by fingerprints 

      Immigration Authorities are ready and forceful, 

    To Nigeria, they must be deported! 

  

 They were born in Nigeria 

Their ancestral roots are in Nigeria 

They are illegal immigrants 

They are criminals 

They are the undesirables 

They wreak havoc to the economy of the foreign land 

They are a menace! 

Away with them!  

To Nigeria, they must be deported! 

  

 But inside the plane they cry, inside the plane they beg: 

“Mama help! Papa help! Pilot help! Barrister help! Passengers help! Everybody help! 

Please help. I don't want to go there 

Nigeria is not my home 

Here is my home, 

Nigeria is foreign to me 

Here is local to me 

I will be killed there 

I want to remain here in prison 

Than be free in Nigeria” 

  

TODAY 

Nigeria weeps a sea of blood 

Flooding away the ancestors' bones 

Foetuses will soon refuse to be born 

Those gone before are running away to foreign lands 

What has happened to the giant of resources? 

The land flowing with opportunities 

The generous hearts and generous spirits 

  

The situation is desperate, but the solution is simple 

Stop fattening Nigeria with the grass of hatred 

Stop keeping her down with the bucket of greed 

Stop poisoning her eyes with the chicken-message of hopelessness 

  

All Nigeria needs is Love, 

All that is needed is a change of heart 

170 MILLION's change of attitude 

So shine that Touch of Love  

To bring about that change of heart 

So shine that Torch of Love  

To bring about that change of attitude 

FEED NIGERIA LOVE 

LOVE LOVE LOVE and nevet stop 

 

Yes, it can be done, 
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In love it can be done, 

Through love, it can be done 

With love, it can be done 

Yes, it is being done 

So reach out and touch 

Nigeria's heart  

And make Nigeria a better place 

Yes, it can be done 

 

56. MIGRANTS OF COMPULSION 

Dear All High Commissions and Embassies, 

This is an open letter. My name is Harriet Gore. I am a barrister in independent practice. A 

high percentage of my work is in immigration including the representation of clients facing 

deportation to different countries. 

There are clients born in Nigeria but brought to the U.K when 6 years or 11 years old. They 

go to secondary school in the UK, acquire British accent but commit a number of very 

serious criminal acts culminating in lengthy prison sentences. When they complete their 

prison sentences for the criminal offences they remain in custody because the U.K 

Immigration authority has refused to release him on bail. In fact one was granted bail by an 

Immigration Judge but was never released but was deported to the country of his birth even 

though he has never held a Nigerian passport. Indeed one arrived with his mother who was 

travelling on a South African passport which the Immigration Service alleged was a forged 

South African passport. They arrived at a time when those travelling on South African 

passport were not required to obtain a visa before arriving in the U.K. Despite her illegal 

entry, the convict’s mother was granted indefinite leave to remain in the U.K due to the fact 

that she has resided in the U.K for 14 years. 

The Immigration authority deports convicts to their countries of birth because their removal 

is for the prevention of disorder and crime; the protection of the rights and freedom of others 

and maintenance of an effective immigration control. The Immigration authority obtain from 

High Commissions and embassies, emergency travel documents pursuant to the bilateral 

agreement between the U.K and relevant countries. 

REASON FOR WRITING 

I have the interests of both U.K and other countries at heart but I am of the strong opinion 

that it is morally wrong to create problems for countries of birth by deporting ‘host-grown 

people with criminal convictions’ where no adequate arrangement has been made by the 

deporting country in the convicts’ countries of birth for the convict’s rehabilitation and where 

the convict can easily be rehabilitated in the deporting country. It is tantamount to deporting  

country exporting unwanted burdens whilst encouraging people of means and talent to 

migrate to it. It is for this reason that I am writing to invite all High Commissions and all 

countries to review their policies or put in place a new policy for determining when 

emergency travel documents are to be issued in facilitating the removal of a convict on the 

ground that such removal would prevent crime and disorder in the host country. What 

happens in one part of the world affects all of humanity and international communities must 
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coordinate resources towards tackling the root and route of crime, corruption, economic 

migration and destructive greed and selfishness.  

The world has become one so much that dumping convicts in a particular country does not 

make the world as a whole a safer place. Citizens of U.K travel on holidays and other 

businesses to the countries where the convicts are dumped. Therefore such holiday makers 

and others may be victims of the effect of treating such other countries as the dumping 

grounds for convicts. It is another kind of the outlawed ‘transportation’ though it is accepted 

that the difference is that transportation deported citizens whilst current punishment is only 

meted out to non-citizens of the deporting countries.  

Despite some countries seeing themselves as championing the cause of world peace, it seems 

no thought is given to whether removal will prevent disorder and crime in the destination 

country or how the removal will affect the rights and freedoms of others in the destination 

country including visitors to those countries. To the best of my knowledge, no funding is 

provided to the destination country for the rehabilitation of the particular deported convict 

and it appears as though the convict is dumped at the Airport as a further punishment for a 

crime for which the convict has served the full punishment under the law. 

 

 

DUMPING GROUND: DEPORTATION OF CRIMINALS IS EXPORTATION OF A 

SPECIAL KIND. 

No country is a dumping ground for those seen as burdens and economic drain especially 

where the criminality of the convict was learnt in the country deporting the convict. The time 

has come when countries must emphasise that it is not right, morally or otherwise, for any 

country to  be treated as a dumping ground for those convicts who are seen by the host 

country as dregs to be purged from society. Indeed, a number of legal authorities support this 

position. Please see Maslov v Austria (Application no. 1638/03)[2009] INLR 47; JO 

(Uganda) and JT (Ivory Coast) [2010] EWCA Civ 10 and Uner v Netherlands [2007] INLR 

273. In Lamguindaz v United Kingdom (1993) 17 EHRR 213, Judge Schermers stated: 

 "I fully agree with the Court that there is well-established international law granting states 

full control over entry of aliens ... For any society individuals like the present applicant are a 

burden. Even independent of human rights considerations, I doubt whether modern 

international law permits a state which has educated children of admitted aliens to expel these 

children when they become a burden. Shifting this burden to the state of origin of the parent 

is no longer clearly acceptable under modern international law. It is at least subject to doubt 

whether a host country has the right to return those immigrants who prove to be 

unsatisfactory" 

In my view, it is time for bilateral agreements to treat crime as a global problem which must 

be jointly tackled and host countries must not shift to countries of birth the host country’s 

responsibility of rehabilitating criminals who have completed their prison sentences because 

they are deemed to be unsatisfactory. 
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I am happy to attend a meeting where I can expand on this proposal and give suggestions on 

the content of any policy which the High Commissions and embassies are minded to put in 

place. 

Yours faithfully, 

Harriet Gore  

 

 

57. COLLECTIVE MADNESS OR JUST BESTIALITY 

Some make rigidity their god and religion 

Practising inflexibility and hardness of heart 

Worshipping violence and destruction of sorts 

 

When a group of people gather together  

For the purpose of killing students 

Fast asleep in their dormitories  

And did not stop at planning stage 

But goes ahead to massacre sleeping students 

Is this collective madness or plain bestiality? 

 

Religion is a practice of belief with passion 

Some believe in hate and with passion, practise violent hate 

Some practices turn the practitioner’s heart into stone 

Making the practitioner into a walking beast 

Delighting in the death of all on its path 

Causing destruction with its worship of violence 

 

To belong, the applicant must prove to be MAN 

To prove to be MAN, the practitioner must present evidence of being an instrument of 

death  

Who has murdered a human in the most gruesome manner 

The applicant must also prove, that it hates with a passion 

And that in its hatefulness, it is as hard as stone and as rigid as rock  

And that it worships the God which is happy when it kills 

And would kill for that God which delights in the death of humans 

Innocent, defenceless, children, students, adults of all sorts 

 

Some know LOVE and practise only LOVE 

And LOVE transforms the practitioner to become LOVE  

LOVE incarnate, touching LOVE everywhere 

A divinity, radiating brilliance, happiness and healing  

With every breath and in every step 

Transforming, lifting, beautifying all on its paths 

 

May hardened hearts turn to LOVE 
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May our GOD which is LOVE  

Melt all hearts which have congealed to stone 

Melt them with LOVE to flow LOVE from now 

 

If exposed to LOVE 

There is no heart that LOVE cannot melt 

If touched by LOVE 

There is no heart that LOVE cannot mend 

If brought to LOVE 

There is no injury that LOVE cannot heal  

 

Those who kill 

Know no LOVE for those they kill 

They know only hate because only hate kills 

 

Forgive them please for they know not what they’re doing 

Heal them LOVE, YOU alone can 

Whatever it is which turned them away from LOVE 

YOU alone can tackle to turn them back to LOVE 

To LOVE LOVE LOVE  

To LOVE and never stop 

We know it can be done 

 

May the comforter comfort  

All those who mourn 

LOVE cannot be killed  

It lives on, in hearts and minds 

It outlives hate  

And continues to live and create  

Beauty in minds and smile on face 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

58. OCCUPY NIGERIA 

If we do not harden our hearts 

But make it fertile for LOVE 

Irrigating it consistently  

With LOVE  

Allowing LOVE to freely flourish in our hearts 

Hate will be repelled  

And LOVE will OCCUPY NIGERIA 

 

The only enemy we have is HATE 

Every human became a person at birth  

Through that God-given breath of life  

Created with LOVE and in LOVE. 

 

At some point, HATE struck  
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And took over some parts of the mind  

To drive mind and actions to hate 

But the breath of LOVE inhaled 

Which Keeps the heart alive 

 Is a chance inhaled 

A chance to change 

To give LOVE a chance 

To transform hate-occupied parts 

 

The battle is between LOVE and hate 

The mind, battle field and trophy 

But you and I are living instruments 

Which can choose to serve LOVE 

Or choose to serve hate 

 

If you choose to be OCCUPIED by LOVE  

And you choose LOVE to OCCUPY NIGERIA 

And our world 

You must allow your spirit of LOVE to radiate LOVE at all times 

 

The war between hate and LOVE  

Is a daily war in minds 

Hate can strike at any time 

It does not play fair 

It does not give reasonable notice  

It gives no warning at all 

It does not wait for us to don our armour of LOVE 

It strikes unexpectedly and very hard 

Surprise is its weapon of mass destruction. 

 

So, at all times 

Hearts must be filled with LOVE 

Filled to be over-flowing   

So that any attempted attack by hate  

Will be repelled and flushed away  

By our practice of LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 
 

59. MOTHERS, RISE UP WITH YOUR BANNERS OF LOVE 

  Where are the mothers of Nigeria?  

Where are the females of the land? 

The soft gentle bearers of LOVE.  

The comforters; the mothers of the males?  

 

Where are the LOVE spirits of mothers? 

Ancestral, present, future? 

Mothers of orphans? 

Mothers of the massacred? 

Calling all mothers  

Mothers of Nigeria 
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Mothers worldwide 

Rise up 

To end war 

And bloodshed  

 

It’s time to rise up with BANNERS of LOVE 

  Your intervention is needed 

Now, now, now!  

The country is drowning in bloodshed rivers  

Flowing from the north, the south, the east and the west 

The rivers of the deserts created by hate 

Is poisoning our rivers and killing Nigeria 

Affecting humanity here and worldwide 

 

 MOTHERS 

Come with your mothers’ TOUCH  

Your special strength 

Do not be silent 

Fly banners of LOVE 

Take to the streets in your billions  

Tell the children  

"ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!"  

Enough damage is done 

Violence must stop!  

Crimes must stop! 

Corruption must stop!  

 

LOVE, PATIENCE 

TOLERANCE, TOGETHERNESS 

PEACE, UNITY  

MUST COME OUT TO PLAY!  

 

Children raised in LOVE  

Must not be ruined by Hate 

Raise your banners of LOVE  

Children brought up in LOVE  

Must not end up in HATE. 

Calling all mothers of Nigeria!  

All mothers worldwide 

All females of the world 

Rise up with banners of LOVE! 

 

60. FEMALES ARE ON STRIKE  

LOOK! It is true! 

No all-female armed robbery gang has ever been arrested 

LOOK! It is true! 

No all-female bombing gang has ever been arrested 

LOOK! Can you see? 

They are all males out there on the hot sand 

Roasting with wrist-ankle-cuffs 
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YES, I CAN SEE 

There is no female out there! 

 

Why do human societies 

Produce all-male-destructive-gangs? 

The killings in the North 

Carried out done by male gangs 

The killings in the South 

Carried out by male gangs 

Why does North and South produce violence in males? 

The question to address 

 

The prisons are full of MALES 

The armed gangs, MALES 

They kill, they are killed 

The males on hot sand 

They kill, they are killed 

The armed gang of males 

With violence in their brains 

And killing in their minds 

Killing their own minds 

 

Females have had enough 

Of this impotency in males 

Potency is LOVE 

Impotency is hate, corruption and abuse 

A malfunctioning mind 

Turned on by bloodshed, corruption and greed 

But the truth of the matter is 

The strength in gun reveals the weakness of the body 

They are weak without brute force 

The brute force the camouflage of impotency 

The pain inside spills bullets outside 

The crime is the mask which does not mask 

Their need is great 

The need is LOVE 

Hidden behind a mask is the great need to be LOVED 

 

Mothers, female relatives  

All other females 

Are out in their millions  

With placards of LOVE 

‘‘LOVE not FORCE’ 

‘LOVE IS FORCE ENOUGH (LIFE)’ 

‘HEART FULL OF LOVE not HEART FULL OF HATE’ 

“IF WE WANT PEACE, WE MUST LOVE EACH OTHER, THERE IS NO OTHER WAY” 

“LOVE IS A RELIGION WHICH ALL CAN CHOOSE TO PRACTISE” 

“ONLY THE STRONG LOVE 

“ SHOW ME YOUR STRENGTH IN LOVE not in gun” 

“WE WANT LOVERS not killers” 
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“FOCUS ON LOVE” 

“KILLING IS EVIDENCE OF WEAKNESS NOT STRENGTH” 

“LOVE IS A MIRACLE WHICH HUMANS CAN PERFORM” 

 

They are out in their millions  

With the placards of LOVE; 

We choose LOVE 

And rivers of LOVE 

Not violence  

And its river of bloodshed 

THE FEMALES ARE ON STRIKE 

No more hate 

Give us more LOVE 

 

Join if you choose 

LOVE is free and is a choice 

Which guarantees peace of mind and world peace 

 

61. WHAT IS THERE TO BE PATRIOTIC ABOUT?  

“You ask people to be patriotic.  

What is there to BE patriotic about? 

Things do not work and you ask people to be patriotic” 

 

What is there NOT to be patriotic about? 

Things do not work because people are not patriotic enough 

  Let me make myself clear. Patriotism in this context 

Is LOVE LOVE LOVE, LOVE and never stop LOVING 

 

If we are patriotic enough, things will work as they should 

In areas where we are not patriotic enough, things do not work at all 

In areas where we look out for only ourselves, things do not work at all 

Take armed robbery and violent crimes for instance 

  

Things do not work because people are not patriotic enough 

Take electricity for instance 

Sellers and importers of generators will lose out a lot if things get to work 

So electricity does not work because we are not patriotic enough 

Take bribery for instance and all manners of cash hand outs to journalists, government 

officials, voters, teachers, the police and the rest 

Things do not work because people are not patriotic enough 

 

Media reporting and other messages are bent to suit a donor 

Marks are awarded to student-buyers of hand outs 

Voters vote for those who show seriousness by handing out cash 

The rest you know because you know what I don’t know 

 

Yes, things do not work because people are not patriotic enough 

Not the other way round 

 

I advocate patriotism because when we are patriotic enough, things will work as they should 
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I advocate LOVE because when LOVE is in power it sweeps away the EVIL in us. 

Politicians are not in it alone; they are in it with us, 

The 170 or so million of us and the culture of “what’s in it for me” - A breeding ground for 

“things not working at all” and the root and route of all corruption 

Things do not work because we are not patriotic enough! 

 

 Habit practised for years, always difficult to lose 

Those who can easily change are those who have nothing to lose 

With lots at stake and much to lose, the soil is dry, arid 

How can ONE give up all that corruption for the benefit of just ONE NIGERIA? 

Things do not work at all in areas where we are not patriotic enough 

 

62. IKUKU AMANA ONYA 

Can a net catch a spirit? 

Can the wind be caught by a trap? 

Can weapons of mass destruction, guns, bombs... 

Destroy the spirit of LOVE? 

 

Why do some humans 

Who claim that their teachers  

Taught 'GOD IS LOVE' 

Choose bombs as their god 

LOVE is spirit 

If GOD is LOVE 

You worship in spirit 

In the spirit of  LOVE 

If GOD is spirit 

You worship in spirit 

Not in bombs and guns 

Not weapons of mass destruction 

 

Can a net catch a spirit? 

Can wind be caught by a trap? 

Can air be caged like the bird? 

 

A spirit of destruction  

Feeds destruction 

A spirit of beauty 

Feeds beauty 

A spirit of creation 

Feeds creation 

A spirit of LOVE 

Feeds LOVE 

 

LOVE is spirit 

No amount of bombs 

Can reach or touch  

The spirit of LOVE 
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In those killed and bombed 

Their spirit of LOVE 

Remain to LOVE 

Working unseen 

Whilst bombers remain seen 

Seen as hate, the hate they bear 

 

63. PLACES OF CONFLICT IN MY MIND 

Touch LOVE 

In the face of conflicts  

Touch LOVE 

When all sing hopeless 

Keep touching LOVE 

Even if you’re the only one 

One touch of LOVE 

Can radiate and stir 

Millions and millions to touch LOVE  

 

Places of conflict are in my thought 

Minds longing for peace are in my thought 

Kenya is in my thought 

Northern Nigeria in my thought 

Pakistan in my thought 

Syria is in my thought 

Israel is in my thought 

Libya was in my thought 

Conflicts and wars 

Will they ever end? 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

At times sounds hollow 

And impossible to dream 

When war strikes 

And conflict is centre stage 

 

How can one sound  

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

When war blows 

Kill kill kill 

 

LOVE is like air 

Ever present  

Ever gentle  

It does not cease  

Because the wind blows 
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It does not cease  

Because lightning strikes 

It does not cease  

Because storm attacks 

 

LOVE is like air 

Ever present, ever gentle 

It is repetitive 

Because it needs to be 

As breathing needs to be 

It remains through and true 

Sustaining and healing 

Survivors of the flood  

And of the earthquake 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

Remains my song 

In the face of conflicts 

The conflict in the mind  

The conflict outside mind 

Whether in Pakistan 

Israel and Syria 

Whether in Nigeria 

 Kenya or Somalia 

Or in Libya 

Iraq, other places 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING  

The only practice 

Guaranteed to bring 

Peace to the mind 

And peace to the world 

 

May we LOVE ALWAYS 

May LOVE shine away hate 

May radiating LOVE  

Heal and nourish  

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

64. BUYING PUBLICITY WITH BLOOD OF CHILDREN 

They have got the 'free' publicity they set out to get 

The news has been beamed, they did not pay cash 

The currency they chose to pay with 
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Blood of children, adults as well 

They have killed to prove they are murderers 

But the LOVE in hearts no one can kill 

Tears flow to flush away the hate  

 

Tears irrigate 

Heart, mind and soul 

Creating rivers of LOVE  

To reach, touch and soothe  

Making hearts more fertile for LOVE  

Nurturing the seed of LOVE to blossom and spread 

Where the seed of hate died an instant death 

 

They have got the 'world' publicity they set out to get 

But the LOVE in humans remains at work 

Repairing the damage 

Healing, nourishing and nurturing 

Causing the LOVE quake which buries the hate quake 

The killers are shaken by the LOVE quake  

The outpouring of LOVE from all over the world 

Stirring a strong LOVE wind to blow across the world 

Dislodging the thoughts of hate and of revenge 

 

LOVE is the changer which can shake and change  

Even the most hardened murderer to change to become a LOVER 

To LOVE LOVE LOVE 

To LOVE and never stop 

 

The enemy is hate  

When it rules the mind 

The SAVIOUR is LOVE  

When it REIGNS SUPREME 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

65. PROSTITUTION 

Who is a prostitute?  

Who truly is the prostitute? 

The person who goes to the brothel in public and in secret? 

A parent who abandons his/her parental responsibility? 

A spouse of convenience? 

A child who is only there when there is something in it for him/her? 

A society ruled by materialism, greed, selfishness, hate, corruption, brute force, guns and 

bombs? 

Who is a prostitute?  

Who really is the prostitute? 

  

Before we judge 
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Before we condemn 

Before we crucify OTHERS 

STOP!!!! And ask this.... 

  Am I one? 

Am I a prostitute? 

  

It is so easy to spot prostitution in others 

But not recognise, the prostitution in ourselves 

Do I allow LOVE to rule my every thought? 

Action, words, inaction, silence? 

Am I cheating with 'EXCUSES'? 

And hurting those who like or LOVE? 

 

Prostitution is a business with clients  

May we all make LOVE our business and our client 

May we all practise LOVE, LOVE, LOVE and never stop LOVING 

IT CAN BE DONE 

IF WE RESOLVE TO DO IT 

AND GO ABOUT DOING IT 

WITH LOVE, THROUGH LOVE AND FOR LOVE’S SAKE ONLY 

AND IT IS BEING DONE 

SLOWLY BUT SURELY  
LOVE TO YOU ALL, ALWAYS 

 

66. HOUSE OF LOVE 

It is stress-free zone 

And you are free to enter 

But leave your arguments and discriminating practices 

Your superiority and inferiority claims 

At the door before you enter 

Undress yourself of all malice and agitation 

Before you enter 

 

Enter the house of LOVE  

With an open mind 

Free and fresh 

With a heart full of LOVE  

Willing to LOVE and to receive LOVE 

 

You are welcome to the house of LOVE 

Commune with other LOVEspirits 

In a spirit of LOVE and understanding 

 

When you leave the house of LOVE 

To return to your individual abode 

Leave the house by a different door 

It is alright to abandon the dress of malice and agitation  

Which you left at the other door 
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It is alright to desert the arguments and discriminating practices  

Which you abandoned at the other door 

It is alright to separate from the superiority and inferiority claims  

Which you abandoned at the other door 

 

Walk home free, free of them 

Walk home in the company of LOVEspirits 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

 

67. BODILESS 

I don't believe 

I KNOW 

I know that… 

Nothing dresses us, better than LOVE 

Nothing builds us, as well as LOVE 

Nothing energises us, as powerfully as LOVE 

Nothing melts us smooth, as perfectly as LOVE 

Nothing lifts us, as high as LOVE 

Nothing makes us, as weightless as LOVE 

Nothing excites us, as variedly as LOVE 

Nothing equalises us, as equitably as LOVE 

Nothing unites, as solidly as LOVE 

Nothing frees us, as uniquely as LOVE 

 

Yes it is true 

I don't believe 

I KNOW 

LOVE has no body but is in every body  

LOVE has no colour but is in every colour 

LOVE is a state, stateless in States 

Formless in forms, seen but unseen  

And the STATE OF LOVE 

The best state for me 

 

68. DEADLY VIRUS CALLED 'SUPERIORITY COMPLEX' 

It causes conflicts, wars, deaths and destructions 
This deadly virus known as superiority and inferiority complex 
There is only one vaccine which eradicates it whole 
That vaccine is called LOVE 

  
If we believe that GOD IS LOVE 
And if to LOVE is to serve GOD 
Then why the religious wars? 
Why the many conflicts? 
If our practice is ‘LOVE, LOVE, LOVE and never stop LOVING’ 
Why the hate and discrimination? 
Why the harsh words? 
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Why the violence? 
Why the killing with bombs and words; with knives and guns? 
 
LOVE does not kill, LOVE resurrects 
LOVE does not retaliate, LOVE reconciles 
LOVE does not cause conflict and violence 
LOVE heals and repairs 
Brings peace of mind and beauty is its spirit 
LOVE is not found in anger, hatred, fear 
LOVE is in smile, joy, happiness 
LOVE feeds the invisible food  
Which nurtures and nourishes from within 

 
If you’ve made a beautiful choice  
Please enjoy the beauty of your choice 
Your enjoyment of it may attract me to join you 
I have chosen LOVE 
To LOVE, LOVE LOVE 
To LOVE and never stop 
 
I do not want to feel superior and put others down 
I do not want to feel inferior as no human is inferior  
I do not want to force you to follow my choice 
I do not want you to kill me because I refuse to follow yours 

  
I want to be LOVED 
Please LOVE me 
I want to LOVE you 
Please let me 
Please don't tell me your choice of religion  
Is superior than another's   
LOVE is the religion  
And the language  
Which accommodates all 
Which all can speak  
And choose to practise 
 
Tell me about LOVE 
More LOVE and just LOVE 
The LOVE which unites 
Though difficult to learn 
A pupil of LOVE I am  
In the school of LOVE 
Where LOVE rains and reigns 
SUPREME in its way 
Transforming all reached  
Touching all moved 
A pupil of LOVE I am  
Learning how to live  
And how to speak 

  Please LOVE me  
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Please LOVE all 
 

69. HOW CAN I LOVE? 
How can l LOVE everyone 
Including those my belief says  
I must hate? 
How can I LOVE everyone 
Including those my history says 
I must kill? 
 
Love can be challenging 
To those who wish to segregate 
LOVE IS MOST CHALLENGING 
To those who wish to prove 
That their religion is the only way 
That their choice should be the only choice 
That their way should be the only way 
 
LOVE IS MOST CHALLENGING 
To those who worship superiority 
And inferiority 
Bent on proving 
How some are superior 
And others Inferior 
 

70. THE REVOLUTION 
LOVE is the only revolution 
Which can overthrow hate 
Oppression, dogmatism  
Without using bombs, guns, destructions 
LOVE IS FORCE ENOUGH (LIFE) 
When we LOVE LOVE LOVE 
When we LOVE AND NEVER STOP  
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71. LOVE: THE FASHION WHICH DOES NOT GO OUT OF FASHION  

 

A new era has dawned  
When success is measured  
By the weight of LOVE  
NOT the weight of gold 
When wealth is measured 
By investments in LOVE  
NOT acquisitions in hate 
When strength is measured  
By kindness which lifts  
NOT acts which destroy 
 

 

72. THE FASHION  

The Spring will turn to Summer 

The Summer will move to Autumn 

The Autumn will drive to Winter 

The Winter will change to Spring  

And all in their splendour  

In all their glory 

LOVE thrives and blossoms  

SUPREME EVER PRESENT 

LOVE is the fashion  

Which goes not out of fashion 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

73. SPRING CLEANING 

Spring clean the mind 

Remove poison the clutter 

Replace with LOVE the beauty 

The inside shines to the outside 

Harvest the autumn beauty 

Which was sown in spring 

Flourished in summer green 

To keep warm in winter months 

Mind is mobile home  

With us wherever we go 

Decorate with LOVE and beauty 

And glow eternal LOVE  

 

THE OTHER SIDE OF VALENTINE’S DAY 
74. THE MAN WHO CONCEIVED  

I’d like to tell you my favourite tale of all times 

It is the tale of a man whom I LOVE 

A man who conceived LOVE on LOVE’s day 

 

He was a dreamer, just like me 
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He dreamt whilst asleep but awake 

He dreamt of impossible and delivered unseen 

Not the way of the world but the way of his mind 

When others sought to judge, he fell asleep and dreamt 

When others would have stoned, he stood awake and spoke 

That man whom I LOVE, he was a man indeed 

With blood in his veins and LOVE in his mind 

 

75. HONOUR KILLING 

Please don’t kill for me with words and with actions 

Please LOVE for me with thoughts, words and with actions 

I am not honoured but degraded when you kill with words and actions  

I am most honoured when you LOVE with soothing words and resurrecting actions 

Please LOVE for me 

Please forgive for me 

Please hug for me and wipe tears for me 

Please do not hate for me or harm for me or hurt for me 

I am most honoured when you defeat hate 

And LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING 

LOVE does not kill 

LOVE resurrects, beautifies and sustains 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

76. WHAT THEY SAID AND WHAT THEY DID 

They said they will be there for me 

But when I knocked they were not there 

At the time they said they will be there for you 

They genuinely meant they will be there for you 

You knocked but they were not there  

You knocked when they were down and out 

 

When they said they will be there for you 

They genuinely meant it when it was said 

They meant it from the bottom of their hearts 

But you came knocking when they themselves went knocking 

 

When they said they will be there for you 

They did not know your problems will come knocking  

At the same time they are wrestling with own demons 

At the time they said they will be there for you 

They did not say they will be there when down and out 

If they themselves are not there, you know 

They cannot be there for anyone 

When they said they will be there for you 

They did not say they will abandon their self-rescue 

In order to be there for you. 

  

 But they said they will be there for ME!!! 
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Of course11! They said they will be there for YOU! 

They did not say they will NOT be there for themselves! 

If your demons choose to come knocking  

At the same time their demons are occupying their all 

You have your demons to blame for wrong timing 

If your demons choose to visit  

At the time their demons are urging them  

To take a flight off a skyscraper 

And the emergency helicopters are buzzing to their rescue 

They will hardly be in a state  

To be there for you 

 

For when humans say I will be there for you 

IF is a natural follower, though unspoken at the time 

If your trials choose to sit  

At the same time their trials are occupying their all 

You have your trials to blame for wrong timing 

They genuinely promised to be there for you  

If they themselves have the presence of mind  

To wrestle with your demons 

 

From the bottom of their hearts they promised to be there for you 

But when you came knocking, the bottom of their hearts was at the bottom 

Busy retrieving them from the bottom of the abyss 

 

Please do not be angry because they were out  

Please try to understand that they would have been there  

If your timing was right. 

Please do not be angry because they were out 

Please try to understand that just as you went knocking 

So they themselves went knocking... 

  
77. CALL ME, I WILL COME RUNNING 

"You can call me anytime   

You can trust me,  

You can depend on me"  

They said that BUT where are they now 

 

Yes, they said that 

And they meant that 

But they are human  

And change is part of who they are 

 

Yes, they said that 

And they meant that 

But remember how they said that 

When they said that  

And why they said that 
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They said that 

When being with you made them happy 

They said that when helping you made them happy 

They said that when being there for you  

Meant being there for themselves 

They said that when they did not know  

The enormity of the responsibility they were undertaking 

They said that when they did not know  

How demanding 'you' could be 

 

Yes they said that, and they meant that  

But they are human and change their nature  

Yes they said that when "being there for you"  

Is the same as "being there for themselves" 

 

No human can ever be there for you  

When they are not there for themselves 

Humans are there for you  

If being there for you  

Meant being there for themselves 

 

Please do not be bitter  

Because they were not there at the time 

If they were compelled to be there at the time 

You may have wished they were not there at all 

Humans are there for you  

Because in being there for you  

They are being there for themselves  

 

SO LOVE FROM A DISTANCE  

WHEN LOVING FROM CLOSE RANGE  

HAS BECOME TOO HOT TO HANDLE 

LOVE, LOVE, LOVE..... AND NEVER CEASE LOVING  

HAPPY CELEBRATION OF LOVE  

 

78. SORRY TO DISAPPOINT BUT..... 

I am an ADVOCATE and a PRACTITIONER 

Not a JUDGE and SENTENCER 

Am on the side of LOVE ALWAYS 

Not of JUDGEMENT ALWAYS 

I advocate LOVE, LOVE, LOVE and never stop LOVING 

Not judge, judge, judge and never stop judging 

 

Sorry, I did not sit in judgement 

Sorry, I did not pass judgment 

So sorry to disappoint 
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The judgement I seek 

Is the one I pass 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

What I seek 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

What I pass 

 

79.  I AM ILL, PLEASE LOVE ME, PLEASE BRING ME FLOWERS not....  

When someone you LOVE is ill 

What do you do? 

What is the right thing to do 

The right act in LOVE? 

 

Do you pick up a metal  

And start flogging the person  

And yourself  

To pulp? 

 

Do you pray silently  

For healing  

And improvement? 

 

Do you stay by the bedside  

And say comforting words? 

Do you administer medicine? 

Soothing and relieving? 

 

Do you give the person 

Space to find self? 

 

What should we do when someone we love has just had a major medical surgery? 

And bleeding and in pain? 

Do we pick up a fork and repeatedly stab the bleeding wound? 

 

What is right in LOVE? 

What is illness? 

 

Illness is when a part  

Is not functioning as it should  

Or as humans believe it should 

 

We are made of parts  

Some we can see  

Some we cannot see. 

Illness can be of the body  
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Parts which we see  

Or of mind and body 

Parts we cannot see. 

 

Illnesses which we see  

Are the better ones 

Because they attract empathy  

And sympathy 

And sometimes help 

Because they are seen  

Others can see them 

And offer some help 

We know they are there  

And take action to see  

If they can be better  

Others see them  

And may understand  

Why we limp  

Or why we cry 

 

Illnesses can be internal 

unseeable or untouchable 

Those are the worst kinds  

Because we may not know  

They are there  

And we make them worse  

By judging harshly 

Flogging ourselves  

To pulp 

And doing the very thing 

Which makes them worse  

Others cannot sympathise  

Because they have not seen 

They may join in flogging the wound. 

 

Internal illness  

Can be of the mind  

Or of the body 

Misbehaving a symptom sometimes 

Deviating from set standard 

Generally accepted as good behaviour  

 

In my definition 

Misbehaving is an illness 

Some choose 'sin' 

But what is sin? 
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Sometimes, we think  

We know what we’re doing  

And continue to do it 

 

I am ill, please, LOVE me 

I am ill, please, don't flog me 

I am ill, please, don't judge me 

I am ill, please, don't curse me 

Or pray for a shower of meteorite punishments 

Shower me with LOVE, PLEASE LOVE me 

 

I need the healing power  

Of LOVE to change to LOVE 

I do not feel good, when I misbehave 

Even if I smile and laugh to camouflage 

Misbehaving I do not enjoy 

 

I feel good when LOVED and when I LOVE 

I want to be healed so that I may LOVE 

 LOVE, LOVE, LOVE  

And never stop LOVING 

Please help me  

Please LOVE me 

 

80.  THE ROAD TO THE GOD OUTSIDE OF YOU IS WITHIN YOU 

We are all children of ONE LOVE 

We all have a part which is that PURE LOVE which is GOD 

Let us seek first the GOD in us 

Let us LOVE, LOVE, LOVE and never stop LOVING 

 

The GOD in us links to the GOD outside of us 

The GOD inside of us is an extension of the GOD outside us 

The GOD within us and the GOD outside of us  

Flow in ONE 

 

The GOD in us is what leads us to the GOD outside of us 

FOR the GOD within us knows the GOD outside of us 

And knows where to search and how to search and where to find 

For one is in the other and the other is in one 

 

For spirit dines with spirit 

Spirit communes  

Communicates with spirit 

Spirit understands spirit 

Spirit bonds and unites with spirit 

As air mixes and unites with air 
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As the body walks hand in hand with another  

 

Find ye first, the GOD in YOU 

Allow the GOD in YOU to lead you to the GOD outside of YOU 

The place of peace and harmony  

Flowing abundant air of LOVE  

filled full with the spirit of LOVE always  

Releasing glow of LOVE always 

To rain and reign SUPREME in all 

 

81. GET LOST 

It is very true 

I have experienced frustration 

And disappointment 

And other states of the mind 

Which do not come to mind 

When I get lost 

 

I may even come  

To raise my voice 

If travelling with a companion 

Or it may be the companion raising own voice 

In frustration 

Questioning with colour  

Though not a chameleon 

 

It is equally true 

That I've been subject of conversation 

You may prefer 'of teasing' 

Some minds may have thought 'how stupid' 

'Why not get a sat nav' 

'I thought she is clever' 

And enjoyed the thought 

A comfort of some sort 

 

But it is equally true 

That I have encountered beauty 

Unexpected but exceptional  

Not that I get lost to find beauty 

But that I find beauty when I get lost  

And miss the beauty in planned ways 

 

Dare I say 

GET LOST 

Be not afraid 

Just live 

Planned or LOST 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 
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82. YOU MAKE MONEY, I MAKE HAPPINESS hahahahaa 

I am born to make HAPPINESS  

Not money  

I am born to give time 

Not money 

My job is to LOVE ALWAYS 

Not to work always 

 

Some are born to be busy 

And feel important 

I am born to be free 

And feel at one with all 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

83. LOVE ME, PLEASE LOVE ME, ONE DAY AT A TIME 

Love me today 

Please love me 

You know you can 

 

I am a planet  

And in my world 

All are stars  

Creating light  

With smiles and words 

Actions and silence 

The light given out  

Brightens our world 

 

LOVE ME TODAY, PLEASE LOVE ME 

You are the STAR  

You are the SUN  

In any heart  

You touch with kindness  

And beauty 

 

If you are my friend and my family 

Keep on shining LOVE here and there 

The light you create brightens our world 

 

LOVE ME TODAY 

Please love me 

With words which heal, build, beautify  

With truth well said 

Sensitive in delivery 

LOVE ME TODAY  

Please build me  

With stirring words, the fan of LOVE  
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84. JOSEPH'S CONCEPT 

He made unpopular concept 

Most popular concept 

He made known 

The unknown 

And made unknown 

Known 

 

Joseph's concept is a healing concept... 

'LOVE when in doubt 

LOVE when not in doubt 

LOVE when the unexpected is encountered 

LOVE when the expected becomes 

Just LOVE, that is all 

Just LOVE for LOVE's sake 

Hold onto your dreams 

If your dream is LOVE” 

 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

Joseph LOVED ALWAYS 

Setting an example 

For dreamers worldwide 

 
85. MATCHSTICK I CANNOT MANUFACTURE BUT MOUNTAIN, I CAN 

MOVE 

You may not have the ability or resources  

To manufacture a matchstick 

But you have the abundance of LOVE  

To strike a LOVE-fire  

In hearts and in minds 

And move a mountain of hate 

With the river of LOVE ALWAYS 

 

Radiating LOVE-dust  

Blown by the wind  

And spread across the world  

Touching, positively changing 

All its particles touch 

 

Radiating LOVE-dust,  

Settles and glows 

More and More LOVE  

In hearts and in minds 

Uncountable more LOVE 

Stirring LOVE dust  

 

Though we are all called to it 

It is not about me 
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Neither is it about you 

It is all about LOVE 

LOVE LOVE and never stop 

A fire that can melt  

A hardened heart to LOVE 

And expand to become 

Flowing rivers of LOVE  

A fire which blows up 

Mountains of hate extinct  

And in their place, LOVE dust is found 

Radiating LOVE worldwide 

 

Though we’re all called to it 

It’s not about me 

It’s not about you 

It’s all about LOVE 

 

86. LIVE IS TELL 

Please don't tell me your religion 

Just live it and I will tell you 

 

Some worship LOVE only 

Their religion LOVE ALWAYS 

Some worship revenge, malice, violence, unforgiveness 

And their religion is hate 

 

It is for you to live your religion 

And for others to tell you your religion 

There are only 2 religions 

One is LOVE 

The other is HATE  

 

Please don't tell me your religion 

Just live it 

And I will tell you your religion 

 

87. THE ELEMENTS 

The sun shines and melts away the ice 

The wind blows to sweep the earth 

The rain falls to wash all things 

Its flood forces a new start 

The storm arrives to change the course of things 

And force a rethink, clearing the old and giving an opportunity for the new 

The breeze gently carries scents abroad 

The air is constant to nourish and sustain 

The snow falls to cover all on its cause 

The dust stirs to settle on new shapes 

Colouring and shaping its new abode 
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Death comes to create manure 

Creating the earth which carries and gives birth 

Forms dissipate to reform a fresh 

A fresh beginning formless in form 

Each for a purpose special in nature 

MAY WE BE THE ELEMENT BORN TO BE 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

88. WHAT KIND ARE YOU 

My body is manure 

His body is manure 

Your body is manure 

And so are their bodies  

 

No matter how you look  

From beginning to the end 

Conception to decomposition 

Whilst smiling or crying 

Whether enjoying or in pain 

The body is manure 

Ultimate service  

Enrich nourish, bear fruit 

 

Every manure is different 

What was put in it? 

Smile or anger? 

Some are called miracle grow 

And nurture to a miracle glow 

Some are neutral 

And nurture all planted in them 

Some are selective 

And are poison to the unselected 

 

One was the compost 

That nurtured LOVE your neighbour  

That nourished LOVE yourself 

And produced LOVE LOVE LOVE  

And never stop LOVING 

In thought, word, example 

At the highest point  

As well as lowest point 

In living and in dying  

WHAT KIND OF MANURE ARE YOU? 

GOOD FRIDAY THOUGHTS  

 

89. MY SON IS MY SUN; MY HUSBAND IS MY WORLD AND YOU ARE 

MY STAR 

I am a mother who orbits around her son 

I am a wife who orbits around her man 
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I am a planet with my own stars.  

I orbit around my own sun  

My sun is LOVE  

I am the creator of my own world 

The world I create my image 

 

My facebook wall is part of my world 

On it you will 'sea', part of my image 

I keep my wall as beautiful as I feel 

With all the beauties my heart touches  

And all the beauties which touch my heart 

 

Including paintings, music and people  

I paint my wall with multi-beauties 

Beauty of the plants, animals, landscapes 

I paint my wall with multi-beauties 

Beauty of you, me and all 

 

You may have realised  

That each is a planet  

Creating own world  

In own image 

My image is LOVE  

Reflecting LOVE ALWAYS 

 

If your image is LOVE 

A friend's request I send 

Cos stars are my friends  

Your LOVE a star to me 
 

90. HUMAN RIGHT 

Let me dream, please let me dream 

I have a right to dream better world 

Let me dream, please let me dream 

I was born of dream and made to dream 

 

91. FAULT FINDING 

Don't set out to find fault in me 

You will find it because I have found many 

Don't set a trap for me 

I will fall in 

Don't look for obstacles,  

The whole place is full of it 

Don't try to prove that I am not 'all that' 

You will succeed, I never said I am 

 

92.  WHY 

Why find FAULT 
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When you can find LOVE 

Why go for 5 letters 

When you have reached 4 

Why stress me 

When you can LOVE me 

Why compete 

When you can enjoy 

Why exclude 

When you can include 

But LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

93. HOW OLD ARE YOU? 

I am as old as I look  

To different people, I am different age 

Depending on the part of me they bring out 

Some bring out the child in me 

Some bring out the adult in me 

Some bring out the LOVE in me and for those people, I am ageless 

 

HOW OLD ARE YOU? 

I am as old as you want ME to be 

If you want me to be older than you 

I am older than you by as many years as you want 

If you want me to be younger than you 

I would gladly oblige by as many years as you want 

If you want me to be the same age as you 

The same I become 

 

HOW OLD ARE YOU? 

I am whatever age that makes you happy; 

If it makes you happy for me to be old 

Then to you, I am old 

If it makes you happy for me to be young 

Then to you, I am young 

 

HOW OLD ARE YOU?  

HOW YOUNG ARE YOU? 

I am young and I am old 

I am younger than I will be tomorrow 

I am older than I was yesterday 

I am young; when I think young 

I am old, when I think old 

But I am always who I am 

I am the age of my spirit 
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94. HAPPY VALENTINE! MY INCREDIBLE LOVER 

Meal times, I sleep 

After meals, I sleep. 

Work times, I sleep 

After work, I sleep 

I cruise and dose 

And dream and dream 

I love my sleep 

I sleep and sleep 

 

I sleep in the day 

I sleep in the night; 

I sleep sitting down 

I sleep lying down; 

I sleep in the tube 

I sleep in the train,  

I sleep in the park 

I sleep in the plane 

I love my sleep 

I sleep and sleep 

I love my sleep 

That much I know 

 

Sleep is my friend 

A very good one;  

It’s always there, for me, you know; 

Sleep is my friend 

An incredible friend 

It’s always there whenever I need 

Anytime sleep calls, am always there, I go running, like no other I know; 

I love my sleep, my sleep loves me 

Our match in heaven was made I know 

 

They say “Harriet, you can sleep when you’re dead”  

They say “Harriet, you’ll sleep away your life” 

I say “Don’t break my relationship with sleep” 

I love my sleep that much I know 

In-sleep entertainment better than any film 

I love my sleep, my incredible sleep 

My sleep loves me that much I know 

 

Our match, in heaven was made I know 

Sleep and I for each other were made 

Sleep’s always there whenever I call; 

Am always there whenever sleep calls. 
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Sleep’s always there whenever I need 

Am always there whenever sleep needs 

Sleep’s always there wherever I go, 

Am always there wherever sleep goes 

Oh! I love my sleep, I sleep and sleep 

Our match in heaven was made I know 

 

When sleep comes calling, 

I go quite running; 

Sleep and I, in heaven was made 

Could never be disappointed by my darling sleep 

It’s always there whenever I call 

 

Sleep is my friend, a very good one 

Sleep is my lover, faithful and loyal 

It’s always there whenever I call; 

It’s always there whenever I need; 

Anytime sleep calls, am always there... 

No waste of time, no ceremony... 

I run to sleep like no other I know. 

 

But you can sleep when you’re dead and gone; 

But I’ve chosen to sleep when am here and alive; 

The sleep of the dead is no sleep at all; 

My sleep is happy and I am happy, 

My sleep repairs what others can’t repair 

And I love my sleep, I sleep and sleep 

My sleep loves me because it does come to me 

Whenever I need or call or wink 

 

95. THE HUMAN-SUGAR 

People become bitter when they lack the human-sugar  

LOVE’s the human-sugar which removes bitterness  

From the human system  

And sweetens our world with peace and beauty 

 

96. YOU CAN BECOME BUT YOU CANNOT OWN 

God is LOVE, so Jews believe 

God is LOVE, so Christians believe 

God is LOVE, so Muslims believe 

LOVE and be LOVED every human would choose 

 

Does it matter which teacher I choose? 

If the message is LOVE ALWAYS 

Why the bloodshed?  

Why religious wars?  

If the message is LOVE ALWAYS  
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You chose a university with different teachers 

My university is different with different lecturers 

Why the bloodshed if the lesson is LOVE 

 

Jews, Christians, Muslims at war? 

Then and now and again and again? 

Why the bloodshed? 

Why religious wars? 

If humans is the word 

And LOVE is the message 

 

Some choose to worship, supremacy  

Some brute force, they make their God 

Every other thing, just a camouflage 

 

 

97. IN THE FACE OF CONFLICTS 

Pakistan is in my thoughts 

Syria is in my thoughts 

Israel is in my thoughts 

Conflicts and wars 

Will they ever end? 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

At times sounds hollow 

And impossible 

When war strikes 

And conflict takes 

The centre stage 

 

How can one sound  

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

When war blows 

Kill kill kill 

 

LOVE is like air 

Ever present  

Ever gentle  

It does not cease  

Because the wind blows 

It does not cease  

Because lightning strikes 

It does not cease  

Because storm attacks 

 

LOVE is like air 

Ever present, ever gentle 

It remains through and true 
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Sustaining and healing 

Survivors of the flood  

And of the earthquake 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

Remains my song 

In the face of conflicts 

Whether in the mind or outside the mind 

Whether in Pakistan, Israel and Syria 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING  

The only practice 

Guaranteed to bring 

Peace to the mind 

And peace to the world 

If you think of control always 

 

 

98. THE INTELLIGENCE WHICH ENDS VIOLENCE 

Your dream will be control always 

And when your dream comes true 

You will be controlled always 

Even if you think you are controlling others 

 

If you dream of manipulating and possessing everything 

You will dream up manipulation and possessing schemes  

And be a victim of your own scheme 

Even if you believe you have trapped and possessed others 

 

If you think of LOVE ALWAYS 

Your dream will be LOVE ALWAYS 

And when your dream comes true 

It will be LOVE LOVE LOVE  

And never stop LOVING 

 

If you can 

Please resolve all conflicts  

With LOVE, through LOVE for LOVE's sake only 

LOVE's solutions sometimes take time 

War can be started in a giffy 

For it is easier to destroy than to build 

Quick-fix solutions rarely last 

 

Many wars and conflicts could have been avoided 

If LOVE was given a chance to resolve and heal 

And if differences are resolved through dialogue 

And with patience and sensitivity 
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May humans become intelligent 

For LOVE is intelligence 

The only intelligence which ends violence, brings peace of mind to all 

And world peace to humanity 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

99. IT IS OVER 

It is over; yes it is really over 

But it is over because the job is done 

No relationship ends before it is done 

If you allow yourself, you would come to see 

You have completed the work you were sent to do  

They have completed the work they were sent to do  

 

Relationships move you to the next level  

When their works in you are fully done 

The period of moving up  

May be as painful as labour pains  

Indeed it is labouring to a new life 

The passage is short but life threatening 

The destination unknown but the known steadily ejects you 

 

You arrive naked with only a cry to call your own 

Yes it is over, it is really over  

The womb has completed the work it was meant to do 

Embrace all new like a new baby does 

Without bitterness but with curiosity and wonder 

Your first smile will gradually multiply  

You have lived the life you were meant to live in the womb 

Now is the time for other lives 

LOVE yourself always 

LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS 

  

100. PAGE 4267 

The writings you read  

Are nothing but thoughts 

Imperfect and random 

Which first were unseen 

But now you can see 

First were bodiless 

But now full of shapes 

Its own kind of flesh 

From nothing to something  

The something you MAKE  

But take this with you 

As you travel down… 
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If humans just focus  

Only on the message 

And not the messenger  

Humans would find 

All humans in one word 

United in LOVE 

 

The message of focus 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

The one word for all 

‘Humans’ that is all 

 

The message in focus is 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

The teacher may be nature 

Its awesome beauty 

Or Jesus 

Mohammed 

Buddha 

Others 

Named and unnamed 

Known and unknown 

 

If humans just focus  

Only on the message 

And not the messenger 

Not the teacher 

Not the university 

Nor the course  

Nor the books 

Humans would practise 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

No cause for war 

Only course to PEACE 

No cost to life 

Only reason to LIVE 

  

The writing you read 

Is random in nature 

Not perfect at all 
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But work in progress 

And what you MAKE of it  

The work shop right here  

The choice you MAKE is yours 

Be united in LOVE    

Or be divided in hate 

The workshop is now 

It’s happening right now 

Happening as you read 

 

Page 4267  

The page you chose to find 

May even disappoint 

With all that fuss 

Expectation is high 

The force is in the choice 

But choice is in the mind 

You come to me for answer 

I come to you for discovery 

Who conceived me? And why? And when? 

What was I before then? 

Who truly knows me?  

What am I and who am I? 

Who chose my name? What does it mean? Why was it chosen?  

If am the chosen one and have not been told, how am I to know, all you ask me? 

Who would know, what I don’t know? 

 “The Nameless seeds”? 

“Content” and its content? 

“LOVEbearer” the book; written and unwritten, seen and unseen?  

“Sorry I cannot make LOVE”? 

“Book 4267”? 

Did you just think: ‘question 4267, answer 4267. Has not yet been written’?  

 

You come to me for answer 

You help me with discovery 

Thanks so much 

For visiting me here  

At page 4267 

Take this with you 

As you journey along 

There’s a book of choice 

Which leaves you no choice 

When it strikes you 

Some choose to find it 

When a thought strikes  

Some choose to read it 
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From beginning to end 

Or from middle  

Or from end 

Or one thought at a time 

Its name is not known though it is well known 

 

Thank you again  

For visiting me here 

Take this with you, it is what I have  

“LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

May you radiate 

LOVE LOVE LOVE  

And never stop LOVING 

May LOVE rain on you 

And reign SUPREME 

In hearts that beat 

And minds that think 

And actions and deeds 

And words and thoughts 

May LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING  

Be granted access by every breath”  

 

As you journey on  

You may choose to stop   

At “MY MOTHER IS JUST LIKE THAT”  

It’s right at the front 

Content may help you 

 

101. IN THE FACE OF CONFLICTS 

Pakistan is in my thoughts 

Syria is in my thoughts 

Israel is in my thoughts 

Conflicts and wars 

Will they ever end? 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

At times sounds hollow 

And impossible 

When war strikes 

And conflict takes 

The centre stage 

 

How can one sound  

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

When war blows 
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Kill kill kill 

 

LOVE is like air 

Ever present  

Ever gentle  

It does not cease  

Because the wind blows 

It does not cease  

Because lightning strikes 

It does not cease  

Because storm attacks 

 

LOVE is like air 

Ever present, ever gentle 

It remains through and true 

Sustaining and healing 

Survivors of the flood  

And of the earthquake 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

Remains my song 

In the face of conflicts 

Whether in the mind or outside the mind 

Whether in Pakistan, Israel and Syria 

 

LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING  

The only practice 

Guaranteed to bring 

Peace to the mind 

And peace to the world 

 

102. THE INTELLIGENCE WHICH ENDS VIOLENCE 

If you think of control always 

Your dream will be control always 

And when your dream comes true 

You will be controlled always 

Even if you think you are controlling others 

 

If you dream of manipulating and possessing everything 

You will dream up manipulation and possessing schemes  

And be a victim of your own scheme 

Even if you believe you have trapped and possessed others 

 

If you think of LOVE ALWAYS 

Your dream will be LOVE ALWAYS 

And when your dream comes true 

It will be LOVE LOVE LOVE  

And never stop LOVING 
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If you can 

Please resolve all conflicts  

With LOVE, through LOVE for LOVE's sake only 

LOVE's solutions sometimes take time 

War can be started in a giffy 

For it is easier to destroy than to build 

Quick-fix solutions rarely last 

 

Many wars and conflicts could have been avoided 

If LOVE was given a chance to resolve and heal 

And if differences are resolved through dialogue 

And with patience and sensitivity 

 

May humans become intelligent 

For LOVE is intelligence 

The only intelligence which ends violence, brings peace of mind to all 

And world peace to humanity 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

 

103. IT IS OVER 

It is over; yes it is really over 

But it is over because the job is done 

No relationship ends before it is done 

If you allow yourself, you would come to see 

You have completed the work you were sent to do  

They have completed the work they were sent to do  

 

Relationships move you to the next level  

When their works in you are fully done 

The period of moving up  

May be as painful as labour pains  

Indeed it is labouring to a new life 

The passage is short but life threatening 

The destination unknown but the known steadily ejects you 

 

You arrive naked with only a cry to call your own 

Yes it is over, it is really over  

The womb has completed the work it was meant to do 

Embrace all new like a new baby does 

Without bitterness but with curiosity and wonder 

Your first smile will gradually multiply  

You have lived the life you were meant to live in the womb 

Now is the time for other lives 

LOVE yourself always 

LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS 
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104. THE IDEA OF IT 

I am never out of LOVE 

I am always in a state of LOVE 

When the thing loved changes state 

The idea remains loved 

 

I am always in LOVE 

Always in the state of LOVE 

Because ideas are my favourite things 

The idea of it, the very thing I LOVE 

My state of LOVE, the very idea of it 

So I sow seeds which germinate ideas 

The nameless seed, the idea which grew 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

 

105. THE NAMELESS SEEDS  

(Characters: Ebuka, Amaka and Otuodi: Big, Beautiful and Same) 

 SONG  

Call: Anyo…..Anyo 

Response: Anyo….Anyo 

Chorus: Anyo Anyo Anyo Anyo Anyo Anyo (Accompanied by African drumming and other 

instruments) 

Story teller: The day was sunny, warm and airy when three nameless seeds detached. They 

found themselves floating. On looking down, they saw the soil and heard a song: 

   " Make me your home 

 Put root in me 

Sprout and grow 

Stretch stem and branch  

To reach the sky 

Make me your home  

My dream would be realised" 

The seeds looked up and saw the clouds dancing and some birds in a variety of acrobatic 

displays, while others were thrusting their heads forward and back and chanting…. 

“Impossible  

Mhu 

Becomes possible  

Mhu 

Impossible 

Mhu 

Becomes possible 

Mhu  

Impossible, becomes possible 

  In LOVE all is possible 
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Mhu mhu mhuhuhu mhu….” 

The spectacle was captivating, the enchanting aura created, irresistibly magnetic; pulling all 

around to participate. The awesomeness of the mountain towered and glowed. The sea was in 

extra-ordinary spirit and its waves rose to unprecedented heights. The tranquil stream could 

not resist the bewitching scene and flanked by waving trees along its banks, some big and 

some small, some with huge visible roots and others with branches which have made 

themselves into living tunnels over the stream, appeared in all its glory, complete with all 

reflections in its still mirror bank. The long river came out like a travelling lightning 

sparkling in the distance to display the beauty of its meandering course around obstacles. The 

desert was not left out as it stirred to life to display the beauty of its dust in different lights 

and settled to colour and paint. 

The first seed was captured by the unfolding wonder. Its dream state was activated and 

dreams welled up uncontrollably. It felt itself melt into nothingness, then felt itself expand 

endlessly to a state where all became possible. Images of beauty paraded themselves, stirring 

up words which took a life and form of their own.  

“EBUKA!!!!!!!!!” Erupted as an explosion of passion. The first seed. But the sound actually 

emanated from it and shook it. A wonder in itself, which it did not think possible. 

“EBUKA!!!!” Again erupted uncontrollably from the first seed and echoed beyond. Its breath 

has formed the emotion into an eruption.  

“EBUKA!!!” More words then followed in the form of a chant… 

“Call me EBUKA 

I will make this soil my home 

 My roots will reach deep and go far in search of fertile soil  

To find nourishment to make me BIG 

I will sprout huge branches that spread over the land 

My flowers will release scents which the wind will carry near and far 

A different scent for each season 

I will be home to birds  

And all kinds of creatures will call me home 

In me would be found variety of food to feed variety of creatures 

Fruits, leaves, roots, vegetables 

Sustenance for all; big or small 

I will be many trees in one 

So call me EbuMany 

Ebu10 in one tree!!!  

EbuMany in one tree!!!! 

 

The second seed was in the same dream state as Ebuka and could not hold back erupting 

words...  

“From now on, I will be known as Mma 

Home to butterflies, to little creatures 

Yellowish leaves will be part of me 

Red leaves will be part of me 

And so would green and brown  

I would be a tree of many colours 

Bees will make their home in me 
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Flowers, beauty diverse 

The sight of me will lead beholder to exclaim 

What a beauty-FULL tree 

Call me Mma, the beautiful.  

 

Chant from the chorus: Ebu-ten in one tree 

 Mma, the beautiful 

 

 As Ebuka and Mma were possessed by the spirit of their dance, twirling and gyrating 

uncontrollably, they were interrupted by a thunder, or so they thought 

 

“Fools! You TWO are fools!!!” Thundered the third seed 

“What is wrong with both of you? 

Have you lost your minds? 

Or is it that you are seeds with no minds 

Be REAL, dreams are not real! Have you never heard that? 

Dreams are for fools! Escape routes from reality NOT to reality! 

 

Oh, how I hate all these dancing and music making  

Merry making in hell! 

You have just detached with a future unknown 

Do you not understand your present situation is one of near death? 

Why am I caught up in this? 

Foolish and meaningless is these exhibition of passion! 

Here now, dead the next! 

A complete waste of time! 

‘Dreaming seeds’ how ridiculous 

No matter how much you dream 

No matter how much work you put in  

You could never be what you dream 

You could never make a difference! 

You are seeds!!! Seeds! Seeds! Seeds!  Do you not get it? 

Homeless and floating 

Those chanting birds would soon swoop 

And you end up between their beaks 

Those exhibiting waters would soon turn 

And you would end up being swept away 

You think those other unknown creatures are your friends because they are cheering you on? 

They are the ones to crush you!!! 

Do you not get it? You are seeds without home 

Seeds detached! Without family 

Wandering with no protection 

What use is trying your best when your best would come to nothing 

It is madness to carry on as you have being doing 

Taking grand names for yourselves 

Labouring under the weight of TITLES bigger than you are 

I shall take no name 

I remain NAMELESS!” It stormed.  
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As it happened, at that very instance, a real thunder thundered followed by a great storm. 

Nothing was as it was. Trees were harassed and felled. The sea was turbulent and roared. The 

wind swept up large objects and crashed them into others, wreaking and leaving destruction 

as it moved. Its force lifted all the 3 seeds and twirled them violently. It went on and on and 

on as though it would never stop. But it did stop and when it stopped, all was not lost though 

what NAMELESS said to Ebuka and Nma proved itself to be true: “Here now, dead next”. 

The inspiring setting which transformed Ebuka and Nma into singing and dancing seeds was 

dead. Ebuka found itself all alone in an unknown hard dark quiet place. Ebuka does not like 

being alone especially in a dark hard place. But there is something about this place which 

struck Ebuka and stirred something of beauty inside Ebuka. This made Ebuka to like this 

place and reminded Ebuka of the time it was still attached and the beauty of family. The place 

felt like home even though it is not the soft fertile soil which has been in Ebuka’s dream. 

Ebuka was again captivated by the beauty in the tranquillity of this place, so much that, it 

heard itself whisper: “When I grow up, I will love to be part of this hard dark quiet” 

This thought excited Ebuka. Its passion enlarged and dreams filtered in. Ebuka felt itself melt 

into nothingness and expand in nothingness until it heard the eruption coming from inside of 

it: 

“Yes, when I grow up 

I will return here but I must first sprout and root in fertile soil.”  

 

Ebuka was so happy to meet up with its dream. Its dream became its only companion as it has 

lost Nma and NAMELESS in the storm. Thrilled and filled with joy, Ebuka’s new dream 

became its source of joy. Ebuka’s thoughts did not leave its dream. Ebuka was energised by 

the thought of its dream. It was like food and Ebuka did not notice that it had not eaten for 

days. All Ebuka’s senses were engaged by its dream but Ebuka had no idea of how to go 

about it.  

 

Ebuka noticed the soothing scent of where it was and this reminded Ebuka of its ambition to 

make different scents for different times. The scent stirred something of beauty inside Ebuka. 

At that moment, Ebuka realised that breeze bears and spreads scents. Ebuka felt something on 

its skin. It was the gentle breeze. In all that chaos, Ebuka had forgotten about the air. The air 

had always been Ebuka’s best friend and companion. It was always with Ebuka wherever 

Ebuka went. Ebuka was very happy to meet up with its 2 best friends; its dream and the air. 

Ebuka then called upon the gentle breeze to help blow it to a fertile soil.  

‘Gentle breeze Gentle breeze 

Steer me to a fertile soil 

Gentle breeze Gentle breeze 

Stir me to a place to grow’ 

  

As Ebuka sang, it heard a shout:  

“Can I not get some peace!  

You silly seed! 

How stupid can you be? 

Carrying on with your silly dream in this hard forsaken place?  

How can any seed in its right sense, possibly dream in this hard place? 

A hopeless hard place where nothing happens” 

“NAMELESS is alive!” thought Ebuka. Ebuka then heard another voice. A calm and 

soothing one.  “Ebuka I’m here. I’ll sing with you”. It was Mma! Ebuka was overjoyed.   
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“Fools! You are all fools!!! Can’t you see that we would come to nothing in this hard place” 

Thundered NAMELESS.  

Both Mma and Ebuka sang as NAMELESS ranted. As they sang, they felt the breeze lift 

them up and gave them the most beautiful ride they had ever experienced. NAMELESS was 

also given this wonderful ride even though it was protesting and grumbling. You see, air does 

not discriminate and does its work even if someone is polluting the air. 

The 3 seeds were gently deposited on land far from each other but none knew whether the 

other made it to fertile soil or whether they survived the hunting creatures which 

NAMELESS predicted would pick them with their beaks. 

Ebuka found itself on fertile soil. It happily sprouted whilst it sang. This filled the 

neighbouring creatures with wonder. A singing seed. It pushed out its roots and stretched far 

and beyond in search of food. It went over stones and under rocks. It enjoyed working hard 

and had great fun trying its very best. Every day was different and an exciting adventure!  

NAMELESS was right when it said that creatures would come to eat them. Creatures did 

come to eat Ebuka but the ones which came to eat Ebuka changed their minds. The had not 

seen anything like Ebuka before and liked coming to watch Ebuka at work as it sing, danced 

and cheered up all around it. Ebuka did not need protection. Its own joy protected it and made 

it friends amongst creatures which would ordinarily have eaten it.  

The interesting thing is that Ebuka’s hard work captivated the creatures so much that they 

would visit Ebuka every day, sit by Ebuka for a very long time and deposit their waste on the 

soil. Their waste was a special delicacy which nourished the soil and helped build Ebuka 

even stronger. 

 As for NAMELESS it was not eaten by the creatures as it predicted. The creatures did not 

like the look of it. It was bitter and always angry. So the creatures did not visit it and would 

go past it to visit Ebuka. 

NAMELESS did not bother pushing its root at all but its roots came out anyway and its stem 

stretched to the sun. One day, its root came upon a huge rock which was in the way of food 

and water but NAMELESS refused to go over or under it. NAMELESS was not interested in 

helping itself or anybody to grow. It carried a lot of anger around. If it was not complaining 

about one thing, it was complaining about another. It always found fault with everything and 

never looked happy. It wanted others to do everything and was not interested in any 

adventure that requires it to try its best. In fact NAMELESS did not like any adventure or 

work. Its only adventure was into anger and complaint. It would not thank you if you are kind 

to it and always thundered in irritation. 

One day, a wanderer smelled a scent so beautiful that the wanderer was moved to begin an 

adventure to find the source of the scent. The wanderer took its family and followed the 

scent. The scent led them to an amazing tree. The wanderer called the tree Ebuka because it 

was so big and looked like MANY trees in one. It had different coloured leaves. It had 

different coloured flowers. It had all kinds of edible fruits and was home to all kinds of 

creatures. The wanderer and his family decided to settle with this happy tree-family. 
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 The wanderer was an artist. One day, the wanderer went in search of something to paint and 

came upon a tree. The tree looked very angry and threatening. Its roots were not deep in the 

soil and it looked as though it would fall at any time. The wanderer quickly moved away 

from the tree to avoid being crushed by it. The wanderer noticed a uniqueness in the tree and 

observed that the tree would have been a striking subject to paint but the wanderer felt so 

uncomfortable around the tree that the wanderer’s inspiration and enthusiasm dried up. 

The wanderer continued its walk and then came upon another tree with all kinds of 

butterflies, bees and creepy crawlies living on it. The wanderer was so inspired by the beauty 

of this tree that it started to paint enthusiastically with joy beaming through every part of the 

wanderer. As it painted, it noticed that the tree was humming in harmony with the strokes on 

the canvass. The wanderer’s paint brush was even dancing and the wanderer itself joined in 

the humming. It hummed and painted all day and produced the most beautiful painting. 

(Audience joins in humming and actions of: Impossible becomes possible) 

As the wanderer sang as it went home, its song was interrupted by a very loud crash! “What 

was that? A tree?” thought the wanderer. Then the wanderer heard the stampede of creatures 

all heading towards the crash, chanting, singing and stamping as they race: 

  CRASH OF THE TREE 

 Let’s go and see 

Feast for all  

Or sore to see 

The sound of the crash had travelled far and near and caused different kinds of creatures to 

race towards the crash. This is normal reaction to a tree crash. When a tree crashes, creatures 

run to it. The crash is the tree’s own announcement proclaiming its transition. The start of a 

new journey. Like a baby’s first cry which brings joy to those expecting it, the tree’s crash 

also brings joy. Part of a crashed tree may be used to make fire, become home to ants, tables 

and chairs or musical instruments. To some it may be a tablet for writing words. Creatures of 

all kinds would race to a crashed tree to celebrate its life with dance, praise singing, music 

and story-telling. A tree crash was always a great event.  

But this crash was different. The creatures that got to the tree turned and ran away. The tree 

had no name and no praise song can be made without a name. Even worse, the tree was 

releasing bad odour which drove creatures away. The bad odour was carried by the gentle 

breeze beyond the place where the fallen tree lay. 

 Ebuka perceived the bad smell and so did the beautiful tree which inspired the beautiful 

painting. Both trees knew at once that it is the smell given out by a tree which did not try its 

best. They knew that a tree that tried its best always gives out a lovely scent when it crashes 

and the scent would attract wanderers and creatures who would use its trunk, leaves, branches 

and roots to create beautiful works. Ebuka released its emergency scent to counter the bad 

scent. The beautiful tree which inspired the beautiful paint also released an emergency scent. 

These scents combined to diffuse and transform the bad scent and restored good scent. The 

gentle breeze which does not discriminate carried the good scents far and near. All the 

creatures running away from the bad odour were reached and touched by the good scents. 

 The wanderer was also touched by the enriching scents and was so energised by them that it 

ran without stopping until it got home to Ebuka. As the wanderer hung the beautiful painting 
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on one of Ebuka’s branches, it continued to hum ‘impossible becomes possible’. When 

Ebuka saw the painting, a big smile spread all over Ebuka and its tree-family and they 

radiated brilliance never seen before.  

The painting itself was smiling and singing “Impossible becomes possible…”. Ebuka knew at 

once that Mma had realised its dream. Ebuka was very happy and sang out: (Anyo Anyo).  

Mma heard Ebuka’s song and was overjoyed. Both have achieved their dreams. Happily both 

sang, sharing their stories and adventures. The wanderer listened and wrote it all down. 

Suddenly the wind began to blow and whistle. The wind’s whistling was announcing that 

Ebuka had come of age. (Trumpet and a lot of crashing sound). Ebuka crashed. The sound 

was heard near and far. All kinds of creatures followed the sound of the crash to where Ebuka 

lay. There was great jubilation and celebration. Some parts of Ebuka were used to make 

pianos, cellos, drums and other musical instruments, other parts were used to make pews, 

tables, Chairs. Wood carvers carved stories, songs, Poems on parts of Ebuka.  

Every season, the different parts and forms of Ebuka would release a different scent and the 

gentle breeze would circulate the scents far and near beyond the parts. The scents stir 

something of beauty wherever it touches. In addition, once a year, a special scent would be 

released; a scent not associated with any season. This scent reaches far and near attracting 

wanderers and creatures of all kinds. They follow the scent to that hard dark quiet place 

where Ebuka found itself after the storm. Here, the wanderers meet Ebuka, sit on Ebuka, 

listen to music made from Ebuka and others, reflect on carvings made on Ebuka and others. 

Wanderers love this hard dark quiet place because in it they perceive the soothing presence 

which stirs something of beauty in them. In silence, they like Ebuka, realise what they want 

to be when they grow up. Something inside of them gets reached, touched and stirred. They 

are moved to lose themselves and melt into nothingness, expanding endlessly into their own 

dreams until the gentle breeze caresses their skin, and transports them to live their dreams. 

When the next special scent is released, they again follow the scent to Ebuka to share with 

Ebuka and others their new stories, adventures and ambitions.  

The wanderers call this hard dark quiet place by different names. What would you call it? 

Did you just ask about Nma? Oh, Nma is still out there, inspiring wanderers to paint, sing and 

create all kinds of beauty. Whilst Ebuka’s spirit stirs the beauty inside of us to reach deep and 

touch the LOVE inside of us to glow and radiate, Nma’s spirit stirs the LOVE and beauty all 

around us to reach us, flow with us and become one with us as we relate with all around us.  

When next you sense a smell, know that Nma and Ebuka are at work spreading beautiful 

scents and diffusing bad odours……      

106. MY MOTHER’S BOOK  

It has just dawned on me 

It is my mother’s book 

It must be 

It reads like her 

It sounds like her 
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It laughs like her 

 

I set out to find myself 

And where I found myself 

Is inside my mother’s book 

And my mother’s thoughts 

Am I in my mother’s thoughts? 

Or is it my mother who is in my thoughts? 

Do I think like my mother? 

Or just like my mother? 

Am I my mother? 

Is my mother me? 

Where does my mother end and I begin? 

 

It has just dawned on me 

I have been reading my mother’s book 

When I set out to tour the world 

The world I toured  

Is my mother’s world 

As written in her book 

But who is my companion 

Who are you?  

“What’s your name?” I ask 
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PART 2: QUESTIONS ANSWERED 

2. WHAT IS TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE? 

It is a movement, a force, a way of life and a practice. 

 

TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE is a movement  

Which advocates LOVE LOVE LOVE 

And never stop LOVING 

 

TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE is a force 

For the removal of hate from power  
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TOUCH LOVE WORLWIDE is a way of life  

Which generates peace of mind  

And world peace  

By focusing only on LOVE  

The LOVE which unites, builds, heals 

Beautifies, nurtures, nourishes all humanity and all things 

Seen and unseen 

  

TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE is a practice  

Which discards all practices… 

Which divide humanity 

Which destroy peace of mind 

Which destroy world peace  

And world beauty 

 

TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE is a practice  

And practitioners practise LOVE ALWAYS 

And abandon internal and external conflicts, fights and wars 

By choosing to allow LOVE to be the only leader and teacher 

And to be the overriding force in all practices 

 

In the TOUCH LOVE WORLD 

The only leader is LOVE 

The only force is LOVE 

The only practice is LOVE 

And the only miracle is LOVE ALWAYS  

 

Every human is a titled LOVEbearer connected in spirit to LOVE 

Born unique to stir LOVE for LOVE's sake only. 

And humans can choose to practice LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING 

 

3. IS TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE MOVEMENT (TLWM) 

A REGISTERED CHARITY OR NGO? 

No. TLWM is not an NGO and not a registered charity. It does not have volunteers 

and does not seek volunteers.  

 

TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE is a movement which stirs the force of LOVE and 

spreads the message of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS. The message includes the 

following:  

• It is an obligation and the responsibility of you and I, and every human being 

to TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS  

• By touching LOVE always, we create PEACE always; PEACE of mind which 

generates world PEACE 

• Though we always have a choice between touching LOVE and touching hate, 

we do ourselves a favour when we choose to touch LOVE always 

• The greatest challenge any human being can face is to touch LOVE always but 

it is a miracle humans can perform by practising LOVE LOVE LOVE and 

never stop LOVING  
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• By touching LOVE always, we create beauty extraordinaire; the expanding 

beauty of the spirit which creates more and more beauty in us, around us and 

in memories; thereby making our worlds better and more beautiful 

 

4. WHY IS ‘TOUCH LOVE’ A RESPONSIBILITY AND 

OBLIGATION? 

The war in minds and in the world is one which hate created in its own image and is 

fighting on its own terms in order to depose the LOVE in all things. We do not have 

to fight on hate’s terms. We can LOVE on all terms and remove hate from power. The 

only enemy which all humans have in common is hate and it is in the interest of all 

humans to remove hate from power, deposing all its many forms and spirits. If we let 

the LOVE within us and around us to do ITS work through us, ITS force will 

transform the mountains of hate into flowing rivers of LOVE. LOVE is the only 

FORCE which transforms ugly to beauty and expands beauty to unimaginable 

proportions. This is why it is everyone’s responsibility to touch the LOVE within, 

opening up the valve to let IT flow unhindered. This can be done if we practise 

LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING.  

 

 

 

5. WHAT IS THE ACT OF TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS? 

The ACT OF TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS means beautifying own mind by removing 

agents of hate from power and enthroning LOVE as our only teacher and leader. 

Agents of hate include jealousy, destructive competition, anger and selfishness, 

corruption, greed, envy, abuse of power, oppression, Hardness of heart, close-

mindedness, rigidity, snobbery, hypocrisy and failure to forgive. 

 

The ACT OF TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS is not about giving money or other 

material things to those labelled ‘poor’. LOVE ALWAYS starts from self. The first 

‘poor’ person who needs a gift is own self. The first gift is not money or material 

things. The first gift is to refuse to act on any impulse or instinct driving self to hurt or 

destroy others or own self no matter how the justification presents itself.  

 

The second gift is to beautify own mind with thoughts which deliver peace of mind, 

peace to own world and peace to our world; forgiving all we have not been able to 

forgive, loving from a distance all those who for any reason, we cannot re-admit into 

our lives, saving and resurrecting self by distancing self from those who hurt and 

abuse, and whenever needed by accessing available services which heal, support and 

build through LOVE. 

 

6. IS THE OBLIGATION A LEGAL ONE? 

The ‘act’ of ‘TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS’ is spiritual in nature. Though the act itself is 

unseen, its fruits can be seen and so can the consequences of failing to TOUCH 

LOVE ALWAYS.  
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The consequences of failing to TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS is seen in fights and wars 

which ruin and destroy what is seen and unseen including destruction of peace of 

mind.  

 

The reward of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS is in the act itself and is experienced in 

minds, as peace of mind and stirs of spirit which lift its practitioner to a state of 

LOVE which some choose to call heaven. 

 

Touching LOVE always spiritually heals own self, fulfils the peace obligation to own 

self and guarantees world peace. LOVE is above law and the responsibility to touch 

LOVE always is more onerous than a legal obligation because of the focus on the 

wellbeing of own mind.  

 

The TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS obligation is not a legal one because no one sues own 

self in a court of law for failing to beautify own mind with the beauty which generates 

peace of mind and world peace. 

 

7. HOW IS ‘TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS’ MESSAGE SPREAD? 

Through LOVEbearers and Touch LOVEbearers (TLB) 

 

8. IS THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LOVEbearer and TOUCH 

LOVEbearer? 

Yes, there is. The difference is ‘Choice’. TOUCH LOVEbearers are LOVEbearers 

who choose to stir LOVE in themselves and to allow the LOVE welling up from 

within to flow, reach out and touch. LOVEbearers bear the LOVE of their creator but 

have not reached within to open its valve to flow unhindered. 

 

Everything which bears the spirit or mark of the LOVE which is unseen (also known 

as GOD) is a LOVEbearer because it bears the unseen spirit of LOVE which can stir 

and can be stirred to glow, reach out, touch and make beauties within and around. 

LOVE is in all and a LOVEbearer can be animate or inanimate. Humans are 

LOVEbearers and so are mountains which inspire awe, seas which stir wonder and 

flowers which plant smiles. 

 

 

This book is a LOVEbearer and so is any item which bears the message of TOUCH 

LOVE ALWAYS. Pregnant women are LOVEbearers and so are all humans who are 

committed to the practice of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS also bear the title: 

LOVEbearer (TLB). LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS or LOVE TO YOU ALWAYS is 

how LOVEbearers greet. 

 

 

9. WHAT OF THOSE WHO LACK MENTAL CAPACITY TO CHOOSE? 

Every human bears LOVE but not every human has the mental capacity to choose to 

TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS. Newly born babies for instance, rouse incredible LOVE 

in those around them but lack the mental capacity to choose to practice TOUCH 
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LOVE ALWAYS but it is to be noted that babies are not war mongers, murderers or 

haters and can be raised in LOVE to TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS.  

 

Mentally ill children and adults bear LOVE but cannot choose to TOUCH LOVE 

ALWAYS. Those who lack the mental capacity to choose to bear the message of 

TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS can be assisted and supported in fulfilling their TOUCH 

LOVE ALWAYS obligation. As soon as such lack of mental capacity is identified, 

those LOVEbearers who are moved to assist and whose uniqueness is the required 

skill, can assist to reduce or eliminate incidents where those who lack mental capacity 

hurt themselves or others. Societies already have in place institutions which assist the 

vulnerable. It is an object of this movement to encourage and inspire those institutions 

and those who work within them to continue to carry out the important works they do 

through LOVE and for LOVE’s sake only. It is also an object of the movement to 

highlight our collective responsibility to assist those who can be assisted to perform 

humanity’s collective duty of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS. 

 

TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE MOVEMENT was established on 18 October 2011 

on facebook as an agent of LOVE, to work for LOVE, with LOVE, through LOVE 

and for LOVE’s sake only and to contribute its force towards bringing peace of mind 

and world peace. All people who greet one another with  

 

Members bear the title: LOVEbearer 

 

 

10. WHAT ARE THE ESTABLISHED “INSTRUMENTS OF TOUCH LOVE” 

PRESENTLY SPREADING THE TOUCH LOVE MESSAGE? 

1. Human Touch LOVEbearers whose names are to be 

found in all Touch LOVE facebook groups including the 

resource centre TOUCH NIGERIA with thousands on 

the list of members 

2. Touch Centres  

3. Touch LOVE international School of LOVE 

4. Touch Love Worldwide Limited and all its 

LOVEbearers (merchandise bearing TOUCH LOVE 

message) including this book, t-shirts, bags, mugs. 

5. Facebook pages spreading the message of TOUCH 

LOVE including the page: Kensington Galleries. 

 

11. WHAT IS A TOUCH CENTRE? 

A touch centre is any space where 2 or more LOVEbearers meet for the purpose of 

advancing the cause of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS. The first TOUCH CENTRE is 

TOUCH NIGERIA which started life on facebook on 18 October 2011 and now has 

thousands of members from geographical locations around the world. TOUCH 

NIGERIA is now the resource centre for TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE. Touch 

centres are also part of the TOUCH LOVE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF LOVE. 
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12. WHAT IS AND WHERE IS TOUCH LOVE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

OF LOVE (TISOL pronounced ‘TheSol’)? 

LOVE is the force which puts every human into one class; the class of LOVE. In the 

class of LOVE, every human regardless of age and background is both teacher and 

student and has equal access to LOVE. In LOVE, every human is a potential mobile 

LOVE centre able to roam and a LOVE star able to radiate LOVE far and near.  

Touch LOVE international school of LOVE is a school of thought established on 

facebook to spread the message of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS. It advocates that 

humanity should invest in learning how to open up to the full, the valve of the deep 

well of LOVE inside each and every one of us so as to allow LOVE to flow from 

inside of us unhindered and radiate brilliance far and near. The premise is that there 

are attitudes, behaviours and practices which hinder LOVE like a boa constrictor 

constricts. These include: 

Human expectations which create disappointments 

Possessiveness which imprisons 

Obsession with power which blinds and restricts 

Jealousy which destroys inner peace 

Snobbery which degrades and provokes hateful reactions and causes conflicts 

including ‘religious’ massacres and wars  

 

TISOL is where any message of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS is found. So this book 

for instance is TISOL and wherever you are reading is TISOL. So it is happening 

now, happening as you read. As you are reading this and probably sharing your 

thoughts, you are already part of the school, teaching and learning at the same time.   

There is also a vision to take this message to communities. LOVEbearers willing to 

give workshops in ante-natal clinics, primary and secondary schools and tertiary 

institutions can use this book to ensure uniformity of resource but the main resource 

centre for the movement is on facebook group TOUCH NIGERIA.  

 

There is also a vision to take the message to organisations, religious establishments 

and institutions, corporate bodies, government institutions and other establishments.  

 

13. WHAT IS TOUCH LOVE CONCEPT? 

TOUCH LOVE concept is a conception of LOVE-generated peace of mind and world 

peace which proceeds from the thought that if we allow ourselves to see with the eyes 

of LOVE, we can see what unites us all and what can bring us peace of mind and 

world peace; and if we allow ourselves to touch with the spirit of LOVE, we can 

reach inside of ourselves to open up the valve of LOVE within us to flow rivers of 

LOVE which transforms us and all on its path as it flows, touches and nourishes.  

 

Touch LOVE concept is about seeing with the unseen ‘eyes’ of LOVE which sees the 

spirit of LOVE in everything and its vision is not blocked by historical and present 

physical and psychological pain. The LOVE in one can see the LOVE around 
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The LOVE around can see the LOVE in one. LOVE can radiate like the sun, and its 

rays are beauty which can reach and touch LOVE outside and inside of the radiating 

LOVEbearer.  

 

To open up the valve of LOVE, LOVEbearers choose to practise LOVE LOVE 

LOVE and never stop LOVING by choosing to act and speak words which are 

inspired by LOVE, which will in turn inspire and stir the LOVE outside to glow and 

radiate beyond like the sun. This is why TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE is conceived 

as a movement of LOVE, for LOVE’s sake only, a cause for peace of mind and world 

peace, and a force of LOVE and for LOVE ONLY. 

 

The concept also proceeds from the thought that how to open up the valve of LOVE 

can be taught and how to recognise the beauty and miracle of LOVE can be taught. 

This study is known as 'ROCK SCIENCE' because it is the most challenging and most 

difficult course known to man. It is difficult because it takes pure intelligence to 

abandon conflict and war and embrace LOVE and PEACE.  

 

However, it can be done because humanity is evolving from warmongers to LOVE-

RULED minds; from beasts of conflicts to angels of peace; from the age of war to the 

age of LOVE and recognising that LOVE is the purest form of INTELLIGENCE 

 

14. WHAT IS TOUCH? 

‘Touch’ concept recognises that the real poverty  

Which destroys a people and a nation  

Is the poverty lurking in destructive self-centredness 

Pursuit of power at all costs 

Avarice 

Fear of the unfamiliar and of the unknown  

Which causes intolerance and destruction 

The ‘Touch’ concept recognises that 

If this poverty is tackled collectively at source  

Through acts and instruments of LOVE 

The world would be a better and happier place to live, work and tour 

 

‘Touch’ concept recognises that the poverty which destroys a people and a nation 

Is bred by the destructive values and priorities of individuals, societies and families  

And it is only individuals, communities and families who can eradicate this poverty  

By changing destructive values and priorities  

And focusing on LOVE as the ONLY ruler and leader of all practices. 

 

15. WHERE IS LOVE? 

It is inside and outside of us and surrounds and touches all things 

 

16. WHAT IS LOVE?  

AS DEFINED WITHIN TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE MOVEMENT  

LOVE is the unseen which everything has in common 
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LOVE is spirit and is in spirits and fuels spirits  

LOVE is the invisible force binding together everything and a sustenance present in 

every breath, in everything made, seen and unseen 

LOVE is the nothing which became something of peace of mind and beauty 

 

LOVE is like air, ever present, ever accessible, ever available, ever working, ever 

sustaining, everlasting and inexhaustible 

 

LOVE is as old as the beginning because it was at beginning, it was before the 

beginning and remains at present 

 

LOVE is the medicine which heals from inside and the food which energises from 

inside 

It is the building particles which takes forms and shapes, always building and always 

beautifying 

It is the inexhaustible energy which energises, nurtures and nourishes 

 

If we allow the LOVE inside of us  

To shine unhindered 

It will glow through out the whole of us 

And radiate beyond us 

The LOVE inside of us links with the LOVE outside of us  

To make that ONE uniting LOVE which some say is GOD 

 

Relationship is different from LOVE 

Attraction is different from LOVE 

Possessiveness is different from LOVE 

Jealousy and control are different from LOVE 

Behaviour and attitude are different from LOVE 

Expectation is different from LOVE 

Passion is different from LOVE 

Sex is important for procreation but sex is not LOVE 

 

Humans can transcend from the state of human to the state of LOVE 

And when they are in the state of LOVE they are DIVINE and inside that ONE LOVE 

LOVE is as free as air which goes in and out as it keeps us alive 

Everything has LOVE and the beauty of the LOVE in everything can stir the LOVE 

inside the other to glow, shine brilliance and radiate and touch others miles away, just 

like the sun touches from miles away. 

 

 

17. WHAT IS THE REASON FOR PUBLISHING ‘LOVEbearer BOOK 4267’ 

“LOVEbearer BOOK 4267” is published for the purpose of spreading the message of 

‘LOVE ALWAYS’ around the world. The book itself is a LOVEbearer because it 

bears LOVE ALWAYS on its pages. 
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TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE is a movement which encourages individuals and 

groups to allow the beauty of their uniqueness to shine through and to use what they 

have to realise own dreams. To live this message, the movement is independent of 

government funding and has been using facebook to reach out worldwide. It is not a 

registered charity or NGO and does not seek grants or donations.  

 

To raise funds for intended free global workshops in schools and other 

establishments, a limited liability company, Touch Love Worldwide Limited was 

created on 18th October 2012 with the responsibility of creating products for the 

advancement of the cause of ‘LOVE ALWAYS’. It is hoped that the company will 

make profit which would be used to financially support the global work of TLW.  

 

This book is the first product of the company. It will be used for all TLW workshops 

around the world. All workshops are FREE whether given in a school, corporation, 

global commercial entities, hospital, ante-natal clinic or government office. The 

thought behind the free workshop is this - LOVE is freely given and reaches and 

touches without discrimination. LOVE and PEACE are priceless and it is the duty of 

all humans to LOVE ALWAYS. The message is as important to toddlers as it is to 

Chief executives and all must receive it free of financial charge. 

 

At all workshops and other events, this book and other products would be available 

for purchase at affordable prices though there is no obligation on anyone to purchase. 

However, those who are moved to do so, may pay more than the recommended retail 

price for any product or may choose to advertise their product on our website or at our 

events to show that they are part of the movement. We refer to such transaction as 

obtaining a TOUCH LOVE SHARE CERTIFICATE.  

  

18. WHO CAN JOIN THE MOVEMENT? 

Any person, organisation, institution, including governments, corporations and other 

legal persons regardless of geographical locations.  

 

19. REQUIREMENTS FOR JOINING?  

The only requirement is a recognition that none is perfect and the willingness to 

practise LOVE ALWAYS 

 

20. WHY CHOOSE LOVEbearer AS A TITLE? 

Because it captures what every human can choose to be. Humans bear different states 

of mind, different emotions and different spirits at different times. Sometimes the 

spirit of hate occupies and drives the bearer to destruction. Sometimes, anger takes 

over and drives its bearer to madness. Sometimes it is jealousy or spirit of world 

domination which drives the body to say and do its biddings. But the spirit of LOVE 

is in every human and every human can choose to bear only LOVE and not the other 

spirits. LOVEbearer title acts as a reminder of the obligation to bear LOVE always.  

 

21. WHY IS LOVE WRITTEN IN CAPITAL LETTERS AND BEARER NOT? 
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LOVE is in capital letters because LOVE is the DIVINE which connects us all. The 

body which bears LOVE is sometimes possessed and controlled by other spirits like 

the spirit of hate and destructive anger. The small letters is symbolic of the 

vulnerability of the seen (bearer) and the capital letters depict the ALMIGHTINESS 

of the unseen.  

 

22. HOW DOES A TOUCH CENTRE WORK? 

Touch Centre which start on the ground, start as a book club and members meet when 

possible. The early meetings help LOVEbearers know one another, become friends, 

build trust and learn what it means to be LOVEbearers.  

 

TLW’s meetings are called TOUCH LOVE RESOLUTIONS (TLR). TLR is open to 

anyone who wishes to participate. The sitting arrangement at every resolution must be 

circular and there must be an empty space reserved for LOVE in the middle of the 

circle. The only leader of this movement is LOVE and LOVE must always take the 

centre stage in all resolutions. Outside of the circular sitting arrangement but also in a 

round would be an exhibition of favourite findings on LOVE from participants who 

have been moved to bring in such items to show and discuss with fellow 

LOVEbearers. Improvisation is key in our TLR and where there are no exhibition 

facilities, items can be placed on the floor and where there are no chairs, 

LOVEbearers can sit on the floor. A recorder of the resolutions must be appointed to 

keep record of what was said and agreed at resolutions. These records must be open 

for anyone to see. Transparency is also key in our TLR. 

  

After arriving, brief socialising and settling down, the first item at any resolution must 

be the singing of TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE anthem. TOUCH CENTRES can 

create a local anthem but what unites all TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE centres is 

this chorus: 

TOUCH LOVE, TOUCH LOVE, TOUCH LOVE, TOUCH LOVE  

TOUCH LOVE TOUCH LOVE TOUCH LOVE TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE 

TOUCH LOVE TOUCH LOVE TOUCH LOVE TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE 

 

The founder would always be available to telephone on the day of the TLR to 

welcome everyone, introduce the anthem and sing it with participants. Other 

LOVEbearers from around the world may also choose to telephone the TLR. 

LOVEbearer Layanel Paler who lives in Saudi Arabia is one LOVEbearer who had 

always attended TLR of TOUCH NIGERIA, Lagos and TOUCH IMO LOVE by 

telephoning during their resolutions. The meetings are publicised on facebook and 

telephone numbers for contact given so that any LOVEbearer can telephone to speak 

to participants during the TLR. 

 

LOVEbearer BOOK 4267 is intended for use at all TLR so that all Touch Centres 

around the world would work from the same understanding of the particular vision of 

TLW which is primarily to clean own self rather than others and allow the LOVE 

within to shine through. 
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When the particular Touch Centre is ready, it can start delivering TOUCH LOVE 

workshops at any establishment willing to give it audience. Every workshop MUST 

be delivered FREE. It is hoped that each Touch Centre will be self-supporting through 

capitalising on the unique talents of its LOVEbearers. 

 

Every Touch Centre which is ready to start giving workshops will receive 100 

LOVEbearer BOOK 4267 as a start up capital which it can use creatively to generate 

income. The cost price of the 100 books + postage costs will be paid whenever the 

Touch Centre has made enough profit to be able to afford to pay. Any order for 

additional books will be made available to the Touch Centre at cost price + postage. 

At any time after the sale of the first 100 books, any Touch Centre moved to do so, 

may choose to pay any amount in addition to the cost and postage price as a way of 

keeping the production of the books financially sustainable.  

 

The website for the movement will also be used by Touch Centres and LOVEbearers 

to sell works to keep them financially sustainable. 

 

Each TOUCH centre uses the talent of its LOVEbearers to create resources to support 

itself.  

The idea is for a TOUCH CENTRE to be a space of gathering where LOVE rules 

supreme, where people of different backgrounds and religions can call their home. 

Communities are to be LOVE-centred not self-centred; united in LOVE not divided 

by differences. 

It is important to repeat that materials in this book, TOUCH NIGERIA facebook 

group which is LOVEbearers’ collective book and the subsequent books to be 

published by Touch Love Worldwide Limited provide uniform materials to be used in 

all TOUCH CENTRES worldwide.  

 

23. CAN I BE A PIONEER? 

Yes, you can. All it takes is finding one other LOVEbearer and a commitment to 

LOVE ALWAYS. It takes a minimum of 2 LOVEbearers to pioneer a local TORCH. 

TORCH is TLW’s term for a branch. Once you have found a co-founder, contact me 

on facebook to let me know the name you have chosen for the Touch Centre.  

 

24.  WHEN DOES A LOVEbearer BECOME HONOURABLE AND 

DISTINGUISED? 

When he or she accepts that he or she is a work in progress and undertakes to work on 

self with LOVE, through LOVE, and for LOVE’s sake only and starts working on self 

with LOVE, through LOVE and for LOVE’s sake only. (Please see above “THE 

HONOURABLE SOCIETY OF LOVEBEARERS”). 

 

25.  HOW DID THE MOVEMENT BEGIN? 

TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE movement (TLWM) began on facebook  
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It has established facebook presence of about 20 groups and pages most of which have 

different TOUCH prefixed names  

It uses these groups and pages as broadcasting channels to spread and transmit its message of 

LOVE LOVE LOVE and never stop LOVING. 

The resource centre is TOUCH NIGERIA facebook group which is also the collective book 

of all LOVEbearers 

TOUCH NIGERIA facebook is an open group which means that anyone can see the group, 

who is in it and what members post 

 

TLWM specialises in mind affairs not money affairs. Since 18 October 2011, it has been 

working on the interior design of the mind, exploring ways of beautifying minds with that 

precious jewel known as LOVE 

To mark its one year anniversary, a limited liability company was created in 18 October 2012 

To mark its two year anniversary this book is being created to advance its cause in book form 

 

The first facebook page ADVOCATES OF JUSTICE was created on 5 October 2011 and at 

about the same time, WORLD CITIZENS was created with this description: 

“  Helping to spread awareness of the dangers of intolerance and half-truths, World 

Citizens fearlessly confronts injustice, whilst awakening passion for peace, love, 

tolerance and international collaboration of talents in the fight against intolerance, 

crime, greed and abuse of power. World Citizens promotes compassion, selfless 

service, the rule of law and respect for diversity in arts and culture. A member of this 

group ‘lives’ love, internationally” 

 

26.  CURRENT MEMBERSHIP OF TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE 

MOVEMENT (TLWM) 

Every human is a LOVEbearer. A member of TLWM submits to an obligation to TOUCH 

LOVE ALWAYS and radiate the brilliance of LOVE. Current membership includes ‘… 

humans and non-humans’ as mother puts it. Membership includes the uncountable spirits 

which have inspired the movement. The spirits of not just humans but of trees, wayside 

flowers and other non-humans encountered every day. The paintings which speak the 

language of LOVE, the scents in the air, the animals, birds, sea, mountains, creatures big and 

small. Humans who have been advancing the cause of TOUCH LOVE by words, actions and 

inaction and humans who are rigid in their ways, intolerant and dogmatic have all inspired the 

thoughts which continue to build the movement. The spirits in unexpected and expected 

encounters.  

27.WHO AM I? 

I am Mrs Harriet Nkechi Adimora Gore, the experiment and the work-in-progress. I work in 

London as a barrister but my first degree was in Theatre Arts. I am the founder of TOUCH 

LOVE WORLDWIDE movement but not its LEADER as LOVE is the only LEADER of any 

movement of LOVE.  

 

I am also the founder of the U.K registered limited liability company -Touch Love 

Worldwide Limited - created as the commercial legal entity with the responsibility of 
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producing, supplying or retailing the merchandise known as LOVEbearers. This book is the 

first LOVEbearer created by the company but other LOVEbearers will include more books, t-

shirts, bags, mugs and other products which carry the message of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS. 

Though ‘LOVEbearers’ would generate income for the sustenance of those who tour local, 

national and international communities to deliver the movement’s free TOUCH LOVE 

workshops, their primary purpose is to spread the message of TOUCH LOVE ALWAYS. 

 

28. WHERE WAS I FROM ORIGINALLY? 

Originally? I am from all you see around, a citizen of the world and a product of countless 

spirits which have stirred my spirit in different ways. The spirits of all that have touched and 

moved me from the time I was resident in my mother’s womb whilst she herself was resident 

in Nigeria to now when I am resident in London with my spirit reaching many countries of 

the world through facebook. My present state is a product of the seen and unseen which I 

encountered consciously and unconsciously including the trees on my path, the flowers on 

my way; the birds, sea, forests, London parks and open spaces, people and my dreams. 

 

Part 3 – LOVEbearers, ACKNOWLEDGMENT, MEMORIAL, DEDICATION 

 

        LOVEbearers  

May the LOVE we bear and in which we share fill the earth and flush out hate 

           May each remain unique  

       May each uniqueness make peace, beauty and unity 

                       May this journey into self 

                          Reach deep down and touch the LOVE within 

                        Rousing it to brilliance so as to radiate LOVE LOVE LOVE  

                                     And never stop LOVING 

       Billowing LOVE from within and spreading to touch all around 

May these works-in-progress known as us remain amenable, soft and yielding  

To allow LOVE to continue to mould and transform US into ITS own image of LOVE 

          Making each an enriching manure which sustains, nourishes, builds, heals and nurtures  

                       LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS  

 

 

SPIRITS AT WORK  

The spirits at work in this book are uncountable; seen and unseen, touched and untouched, 

humans and non-humans, sensed or felt, spirits of living bodies as well as spirits of those 

bodies which have become part of the land which supports our feet and whose waters have 

become part of the waters of the earth which provide us sustenance.  

 

How can I list every source of inspiration when they are as numberless as sand and stars, and 

as diverse as the seen and unseen. Who will I name and who would I leave out when all have 

been so supportive and inspiring? Choosing whom to name and whom not to name has 

become the most difficult part of this journey. I need another book just for the 

acknowledgement but consoled in the knowledge that our collective book and resource centre 

on facebook (TOUCH NIGERIA group) has the names of all current facebook LOVEbearers. 
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I start with my husband, Dr Charles Gore, whose support and unique nature gives me room to 

expand beyond imagination and whose painting “Sunflowers on the terrace” features in this 

book and has been used in TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE’s workshop. My son William who 

designed the TOUCH LOVE logo, encouraged me to keep going whenever doubt strikes and 

who continues to keep me focused on the vision whenever I appear to deviate, giving 

valuable technical support and inspiring words of encouragement. My sister Edith who 

remains accessible at all times and whose ever dependable support has lifted me in ways that 

words cannot express. 

 

I am grateful for all the experiences which inspired the thoughts in this book, my home which 

provided me shelter and peace in which to write, all LOVEbearers on facebook and outside of 

facebook, my family and friends. 

 

I also thank all TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE pioneers all over the world. Noor Sarwar, co-

founder TOUCH PAKISTAN, who designed the cover of this book with so much LOVE and 

dedication (within 1 hour of being called upon). Noor has designed more than 24 posters 

without being asked and generously donated them as surprise gifts for the advancement of the 

cause of TOUCH LOVE. I thank Bibal Roger, the co-founder of TOUCH LOVE 

WORLDWIDE, PHILIPPINES who included TOUCH LOVE WORLDWIDE at a recent 

exhibition in Baguio museum in the Philippines. My gratitude also goes to all co-founders of 

TOUCH PHILIPPINES for actively spreading the message of TOUCH LOVE in the 

PHILIPPINES. 

 

In our midst remains the LOVEspirit of Angel DV which continues to work with 

LOVEbearer Layanel Paler who has been singing LOVE ALWAYS non-stop since the 

inception of this movement. The LOVE planted in me by my Aunty MamaNwannem, Rhoda 

Adimora and Angel Chinyere Vicky Adimora remain living though unseen. 

 

I thank the following Pioneers who have been inspiring in their special ways; some helped 

me choose the ‘thoughts’ to include in this book, some helped me choose the title of the book  

- Crissy Muralles, Emorex Osemene, Adewole Adeyinka, Joseph Adejola,  Nasirudeen 

Yusuf, Karen Faine, Dorina Buninet, Chinedu Ezenwuba, Uchenna Ezenwuba, Kevin 

Chukuka, Regina Spio, Clara Breland, Philip Chukuka, Chinyere Ofoma, Solomon Forcha, 

Ademola Peter, Babalola Aare, Bolaji Akinwumi Kadiri, Clare Bear, Adati Yusuf, Clara 

Breland, Liz Dludlu, Loyals Eins, Marellvic Arthur, Mayowa Ayodeji, David Hyde and Lily 

Mebratu of the London TORCH. 

 

I am particularly grateful for the contribution of the first TOUCH CENTRE known as the 

ENUGU TORCH pioneered by Uchenna Obasi, Chukwuemeka Collins Anigbo and 

Ferdinand Chibuike and the work begun by other TOUCH CENTRES in Nigeria including 

LAGOS, ABUJA, YOLA, IMO STATE and OSOGBO.  

 

I acknowledge the participation of the children, staff and Head teacher of St Cuthbert with St 

Matthias Church of England School, Earls Court, London in the first TOUCH LOVE 

WORLDWIDE’s primary school workshop in London.  
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IN MEMORY OF MY FATHER ABEL ADIMORA  

On 18 October 1971 

He scrubbed and washed me until I shone 

On 19 October 1971 he passed away at age 57  

After undergoing a nasal operation 

Because a nurse plugged his oxygen equipment to a faulty wall socket 

Which left Papa with no oxygen 

And left us, his young family of 6 children, with no father 

To be brought up by a tireless wife and mother 

Just after the Nigerian-Biafran civil war 

 

Papa, you continue to live in us and in all we do 

And the LOVE you and Mama planted continue to bear fruit 

Not just in us but in others too 

LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 

 

SPECIAL THANKS TO  

MY darling mother Nneoma HARRIET IJEAKU ADIMORA  

My brother Sir Angus Adimora 

My sisters, Mrs Chikeziri Joan Ezenwuba, Lady Ngozi Jean Ofoma, Mrs Edith Jean 

Chukuka, Mrs Azuka Oku-Adimora 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  LOVE TO ALL ALWAYS 
 

 

                                               To  

                LOVE 
       


